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Foreword

Foreword
Humans are dependent on nature, and maintain the life thanks to a variety
of benefits of ecosystem service. Designation of a protected area is the
best way to conserve nature which is pre-requisite to humans. Recently,
public awareness on the values of protected areas is growing as they are
contributing to sustainable development and also work as effective solutions
to prevent various risks including climate change humans are now facing.
However, sometime protected areas are reckoned as restrictions or
regulations by local residents, and even they are in conflicts with rights and
interests of various stakeholders. To overcome such conflicts effectively, it's
critically important to pour efforts and sweats in active partnership between
protected areas such a national park and local communities.
Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (1992)
stipulates, "Environmental issues are best handled with participation of all
concerned citizens, at the relevant level." In this context, KNPS promotes
the park management with local communities by encouraging various
stakeholders to participate in "Community Cooperation Committee“, by
revitalizing local communities through "Village of Excellence", and by
nurturing environmental leaders through "National Park Citizen College".
This Report is published under the cooperation with nations (Australia, New
Zealand, Finland, and Thailand) which signed MOU with KNPS to improve
mutual exchanges and cooperations, introducing the best practices of
participatory-cooperative park management pursued by protected areagoverning authorities of each state.
The cases explored in this Report testify that participatory management of
parks and invigoration of local communities via conservation play pivotal
roles in increasing the awareness on the values of natural resources in
national parks and in encouraging them to have ownership to protect natural
resources. Furthermore, the best practices also demonstrate that protected
areas including national parks take deeper roots in our societies as core
resources contributing to sustainable development, instead of undermining
local development.
6

We hope this Report, as a cooperative result of five states, will render a small
but important contributions to "Happy Future for Both Nature and Humans."
In conclusion, we'd like to extend sincere gratitude to Parks & Wildlife
Finland, Park Victoria of Australia, Department of Conservation of New
Zealand, and Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation
of the Kingdom of Thailand, and also to staffs of Partnership Dept. of KNPS
led by Director Yong-sang, Jung.

Park, Bo-hwan
Chairman, Korea National Park Service
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Case Studies

Korea National Park Service
Established in 1987 as an organization dedicated to management of
protected areas, the Korea National Park Service is managing 21 parks
among 22 national parks in Korea. As a treasure of natural ecosystems,
Korean national parks serve the habitats to 45% of total species and
especially to 65% of endangered species in Korea, as well as the best
recreation place to attract 45 million visitors annually. In addition,
national parks possess 271 cultural/historical resources representing
Korea.
With the vision「Core of Natural Conservation, Leader of EcoWellbeing」, KNPS is undertaking a lot of tasks: i) study & research
on natural ecosystem to conserve park resources, ii) restoration
of wild flora · fauna to improve biodiversity, iii) environmental
education for future generation & operation of visitor's program, iv)
management of visitor's safety & installation-maintenance of park
facilities for comfortable use, v) cooperation with local communities
for sustainable conservation and management parks, and vi)
international exchanges·cooperation to build capacity building for park
management. By doing so, KNPS is make various efforts to conserve
and cherish the precious values of national parks.
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Participatory Management Approaches
in National Parks of Korea

Jung, Yong-sang
Park, Seung-ki
Dr. Heo, Hagyoung
Kim, Nakyong
Korea National Park Service (knpsoia@knps.or.kr)

Protected areas including national parks are a valuable institution through
which we can conserve nature, contribute to sustainable development of human
beings, and to deliver its values to the next generation. However, protected areas
are sometimes regarded as regulations to restrain local residents, and are in
conflicts with rights of various stakeholders. Therefore, it’s critically important
to establish a partnership between protected areas including national parks and
local communities. Accordingly both parties shall make strenuous efforts to
engage in the partnership.

From late 1960s to 1980s, some communities in Korea waged a campaign to
have a national park in their areas to receive financial supports from the central
government and wanted to use the finance for development of local economy.
Designation of national park also contributed to development of local community
by building infrastructures: entrance roads, collective facility district, and park
facilities. However, from a management perspective, regulations concomitant
with protection of natural resources restrained local residents from exerting their
property rights, collecting forestry products, and doing certain activities, forcing
them to endure inconvenience. Consequently, their complaints on authorities
were brewing and even they filed a Constitutional petition or a law suit against
the government. In this context, the Ministry of Environment revised ‘the Natural
Park Act’ in 2005, and laid the legal foundations to improve the living conditions
12

of local residents and to support their wellbeing. Korea National Park Service
(KNPS) also declared a new vision in 2005, incorporating ‘cooperation with local
community’ into its four strategic purposes. After that, KNPS spurred to realize
the management with local community.

The revision of Natural Park Act (in 2005) consolidated the legal basis for KNPS
to implement a project to support local residents. Accordingly, KNPS rolled up
its sleeve to support local residents directly. At the initial stage, emphases were
put on three areas (project to improve living environment, project to promote
wellbeing, and project to cooperate with local community). However, after 2010,
KNPS have discouraged the project requiring huge investment in facilities like
the project to improve living environment. Instead, it has made efforts to build
substantial cooperation with local community: National Park Citizen Colleges,
governance based on cooperation with local community, and Green Markets.
Especially, when it comes to ‘Village of Excellence’ designed to “establish a
sustainable village model in national parks”, the first ‘Village of Excellence’ was
built in Gwanmaedo in 2010, and after that 14 Villages of Excellence have been
designated/operated until now. KNPS will increase them up to 18 villages until
2017. Due to differentiation strategies by each village, the statistics showed the
increase of visitors (150%) and income growth (520%), compared to years prior
to designation as ‘Village of Excellence’. In addition, KNPS has operated the
National Park Citizen College since 2008 to nurture environmental leaders of
local communities (2,500 people from 2008 to 2015).

Now, we’d like to introduce two projects of Village of Excellence, and National
Park Citizen College as the best practices for participatory management in
Korea.
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Village of Excellence
Dr. Sim, Kyu-won
Jung, Yong-sang
Park, Seung-ki
Dr. Heo, Hagyoung
Korea National Park Service (knpsoia@knps.or.kr)
Dr. Ahn, Soyoung (Dongbei University of Finance and Economics)

In 2010 when the boundaries of national parks were re-set, most of villages
were withdrawn from national parks. However, about 144 villages still exist in
Korean national parks. For such villages, KNPS initiated the project, “Village of
Excellence” to construct a village harmonized with national parks’ landscape and
purposes, with a view to conserving its nature and to restoring and revitalizing
the community. The project, “Village of Excellence” aims to “settle the new
model of sustainable village in national parks”. In this context, the first Village of
Excellence was built in Gwanmaedo Island in 2010, and the project has evolved
and expanded. As of 2015, there are 14 Villages of Excellence (the 14th village was
built in Manjido in 2015), and KNPS plans to increase them up to 18 by 2017.
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<Myeongpum Maeu(Village of Excellence) of National Parks>
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● “Village of Excellence” project is categorized into three areas: Hardware,
Software, and Humanware.
– Hardware: activities to lay the cornerstone to generate income such as
improvement of living environment, and construction of accommodation
facilities.
– Software: activities to set a long/mid-term master plan, and to develop
local specialties·local foods.
– Humanware: activities to strengthen the basis for self-reliance or
self-governance such as management-related educations including
marketing and accounting, and conflicts settlement.
● Process: a master plan for Village of Excellence is established under the
conjunction with local residents  hardware activities are undertaken
systematically in accordance with the master plan  continuous
educations are provided to local residents and a focus is shifted to postmanagement (foundation for autonomous management of local residents).
● The survey on the operation of Village of Excellence showed the growth of
residents’ income (520%) and of visitors (150%), which in turn contribute to
vitalization of local economy and restoration of community.
– There-invigoration of local communities is conducive to favorable
atmosphere to national parks and to active engagement of local
residents in park management

Before

2015

<Growth of Village Income>
(unit: million KRW)
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Before

2015

<Growth of Visitors>

Case study: Healing Island,
Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul
(Village of Excellence)
I. General Status of Youngsando(Is.) Village
1. Overview
● Total 28 households (45 residnets) are living on Youngsando including
public offices.
● The village occupies about 0.05 km², accounting for about 1/20 of
Youngsando’s total area (total area: 2.3 km²).
● The village mainly consists of residential areas and pedestrian roads. A
breakwater, port facilities, and some farming fields form some areas of
Youngsando.
● Armed with the sense of community, all residents manage and protect
the village together because it’s small.
● In Youngsando lie some facilities and offices: 1 Youngsando Office
of Dadohae Hase Sang National Park, a power plant, 1 Community
Policing Center, KT Younggsan Branch Office, Younggsan Branch
School of Heuksan Elementary School.

2. Natural Environment of Village
● Topography and Geographical Features
– The island is a low mountain (about 100m high) region
– Small capes and bays stretch northwestward
– The island is surrounded by rocky shorelines and has well-developed
cliffs
– There is a village in Yeongsan-ri, at the mouth of the bay of northwest
coast. The entire island brags wonderful caves and enormous cliffs.
● Climate and Weather
– It shows oceanic climate in summer while continental climate in
winer.
– It has a dinstinct seasonal change in summer and winter.
– It works as ‘a weather focalpoint’ in Korea allowing people to forecast
weather phenomenon and weather change.
– It’a s very important area to observe the chaning trend of Korean
weather.
● Tourism Resources
– Nestled in Dadohaehaesang National Park, Youngsando is a part of
Shinan-Dadohae Biosphere Reserve. Yeongsan 8 Scenic Views are
famous as representative tourist attractions.
Lessons Learned from Cooperative Management of Protected Areas
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II. Background of Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul
(Village of Excellence)
1. Basic Status of Myeongpum Maeul Project

Deterioration of
economic
conditions

Population aging and
decrease

Degradation of
accessibility
and
residential environment

• Aquafarms were hit by typoons in 2000s
(drastic reduction of populations and
destroration of livelihood)
• Residents’ complaints on the national park
authority were breweing because of regulations
and restrictions triggered by the Natural Park
Act.
• Population was decreasing and aging,
curtailing the labor productivity.
- In 1970s, there were two villages on
Youngsando, home to 430 people. However,
when the project began, only 43 people (23
households) were dwelling on the island.
- Local residents worried about that it might be
an unmanned island.
• Accessiblity and residential stability were very
poor.
• It ‘s blessed with natural and cultural
resources, but the infrastrucrures for tourism
and visit were in shortage.

2. Direction of Myeongpum Maeul Project
2.1 SWOT Analysis
Strength
• Rich resources of tourism such as
Yeongsan Eight Scenic View s
• Experience of life style in fishing/
agricultural/forestry village
• Many tourist attracts adjacent to
Youngsando (Heuksando Island,
Heungdong, etc.)
• High sense of coummity, sufficient
drinking water
Opportunities
• Nomination as a Myeongpum Maeul
(village of excellence) of Korea
National Park Service
• Prevailance of wellbeing culture
and diversification of recreation
culture
• Increase of cult spririt favoring
unique place
• Possiblity to create high-added
value
18

Weakness
• Low accessibility
• Unstable residential environment
• Lack of infrastructures for
expedition and tourism

Threat
• Firece competition between islands
• Local governments putting focuses
on only tourism
• Population in decline, created by
movement to other areas
• Population aging

2.2 Project Purposes
Purpose 1. Improvement of settlement satisfaction and quality of life
for residents
• Enhancement of lagging-vehind living conditions (in terms of
welfare·culture) of Youngsando residents
• Identification of long-awaited projects by sharing the ideas with local
residents
Purpose 2. Inspiration of the sense of community & Establishement of
community business model
• Inspiration of local residents' pride by building a Meyongpum Maeul
• Pursuit of sustainable community based on the high community
solidarity
• Establsihment of business model suitable to islands where the local
community plays pivotal role

Purpose 3. Establishment of the system connecting the primary ·
secondary · tertiary industries
• High dependence of Youngsando residents on the primary industry
such as fishing/agricultural products
• Pursuit of the 6th industry (comvergence) by connecting the
processing industry (secondary) and torusim and service industry
(tertiary)

Purpose 4. Promotion of accessiblity & Construction of infrastructures
for expedition and tourism
• Improvement of accesibility to increase the satisfaction of isitors and
to ensure safety
• Construction of tourism infrastructures to attract tourists continously
and to increase the number of visitors

Lessons Learned from Cooperative Management of Protected Areas
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III. Myeongpum Maeul Porject
1. Overview
1. 1. Communication with Local Communities
1) Working Meeting of Key Stakeholders (Feb. 28, 2012)
○ Purpose: The meeting was held to explain the project overview
and to discuss the co-opreative projects with the relevant local
government (Shinan-gun county)
○ Main Agenda: Participants of the 1st meeting shared their
opinions on ‘a Ferry Discunt Card (covered by the local
government’s budget), ‘a design project to improve the village
landscape’, and ‘support the project to enhance the residential
environment such as renovation of abandoned houses’.
○ About two months later, the participants and representative of
Youngsando (about three people) had the 2nd meeting to share
the explanation about the final plan for Youngsando Myeongpum
Maeul.

2) Public Hearing on Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul
○ Purpose: The public hearing was held to achive the consensus on
the purport of Myeongpum Maeul Project, to discuss the project
directions with local residents, and to take the field investigation.
○ Major Paricipants: 5 memebers of KNPS, and 28 loal residents
○ As major agendas, they discussed ‘desirable approaches to
advertise Youngsando Island’ and ‘reinforcement of pilotage and
quay facilities’. Some proposed to build waste-treatment facilities
in the village.

<Field Investigation (2nd) to Conceive the Ideas for the Project>
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<Public Hearing (1st) to Explain the Project to the Local Residents>

3) Meeting for the Balance between Supply and Demand of Visitors to
Youngsando Myongpum Maeul (Feb. 27, 2012)
○ Purpose: The participants discussed how to lay the foundation for
supply and demand of visitors, aiming to invigorate the operation of
Myeongpum Maeul and to increase the income of local residents.
○ Main Agenda: They shared the ideas on ‘how to strengthen cruise
tour of Heuksando Island (Youngsando course)’, and ‘the possilbity
to operate a cruise for visitors who stay in Youngsando’, and other
issues.

1. 2 Environmentally-freindely Improvement of Village
1) Public Design Plan (Jun. 2016)
○ Revamp of Village Image: while considering ‘amenity unique to
Youngsando as an island village’, ‘harmonization with natural
environment’, and ‘differentiation of other tourist attractions’,
the project operaters led the activities to express the village with
colors, to draw wall-paintings, and to install floor decks.
○ Outcome: Unique characteristics and identity were established
which Yeongsand alone has. Settelement satisfaction of local
residents was increasing.

Lessons Learned from Cooperative Management of Protected Areas
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2) Roof Improvement & Wall-painting (Dec. 14 – 25, 2012)
○ As a part of each Myeogpum Maeul Proejct, talent donors painted
the walls of houses whose owners wanted and fences of newlyconstructed rental cottages, integrating the wall-painting into the
improved landscapwes.

3) Re-use of Water Tank and Installation of Public Water System (Oct.
2012)
○ Background: Public water system was not installed, forcing local
residents to depend on a community-well and a water tank. It’s
urgent to install water pipelines for both local residents and
visitors.
○ Main Activities: KNPS supported to install small-sized equipment
to distribute water (which was proper to a small village). A
public water system was installed, reducing the dependence of
local residents on the water tank. Under the consideration of
village landscape, the water tank was dismantled and reused as
thematic items like a flower bed.
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1. 3. Youngsando as the Village Worth of Visitng
1) Establishment of Youngsan Sipni Gil (10-ri trekking course) and
thematic and convenience facilities (Nov. 2012)
○ Background: When the project was initiated, there were a trekking
course and roads, but it’s difficult for a visitor alone to find them
because of insufficient milestones and dense bushes and forest.
○ KNPS tried to foster a trekking course harmonized with the
oceanic view of Dadohaehaesang National Park and primary forest
(various natural landscapes of Youngsando).
○ By utilizing the old roads used by local residents, KNPS built
‘Yeongsan Sipni Gil (10-ri trekking course) for local residents and
visitors to experience Silver Magnolia Trees (which are known for
psychological stability) and natural resources of Youngsando.
○ ‘A Forest Experiencing Site’ is located at a lower altitude, allowing
visitors to access easily. Stair-decks and safety handrails were
installed, helping older and weak peple to use the site safely.
Users can also lie on ‘Healing Benches’ to view the oceanic
landsape and Youngsando village, so it’s contributing to provide
more recreation opportunities to the public.

<Healing benches to
experience Silver Magnolia
forest (distant view)>
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<Healing benches
to experience Silver
Magnolia forest (closerange view)>

<Stair deck installed the
forest-experiencing site>
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2) Landscape Improvement (Dec. 2012)
○ Abandoned farming fields in Youngsando were converted
to kitchen gardens for environmentall-friendly agriculture,
improving the village landscape (About 400 ㎡ abandoned
farmlands were converted to cultivation fields and to Village
Agricltural Themtic Park).
○ Corns as a site-specific crop were growing on the border of
agriclutral lands, and flowers added the beauty to the village.
○ Famers’ Huts were installed to take a rest and to appreciate
natural landscapes, contributing to improvement of village
environment, which in turn enhances local residents’ quality of
life and enables Youngsando to have eco-friendly image.
3) Slow Food Shop & Low Temperature Storage (Oct. 2012)
○ A slow food shop was built to sell specialties of village, to sell
basic commodities for local residents, and to operate a restaurant
for visitors (which contributes to visitors’ convenience and growth
of residents’ wellbeing).
○ Products sold in the slow food shop are decided and developed
under the collaboration with a local college (Dept. of Food Science
and Technology) and professional chefs.

<Slow Food Shop (Design)>
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<Slow Food Shop (Construction)>

1.4. Basis for Sustainable Operation
1) MOU between the Dadohaehaesang National Park Western Office and
Shinan-gun government (Jun. 2016)
○ For the success of Myeongpum Maeul projet, not only resients’
engagement but also roles of local governments are very
important.
○ MOU between the Dadohaehaesang National Park Western Office
and Shinan-gun government: It stipulates effective management
and operation of the project and efforts to lay the foundations for
sustainable operation.
○ Tri-party meetings are held continuously to achive the consensus
(Yongsando Village, Dadohaehaesang Naitonal Park Western
Office and Shinan-gun government).

2) Construction and Operation of Fishery Household-type Lodge (Rental
Cottage) (Jun. 2012)
○ Because of geological constraints (ferry operation schedule),
Youngsando visitors require accommodation facilities, so fishery
household-type lodges (cottage) were built.
○ Operation of the Lodge (Rental Cottage): Village Steering
Committee (Fishery Cooperative Association) operates the lodges
via reservation system.

<Fishery House-type Lodge of
Youngsando>
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<Fishery Household-type Lodge of
Youngsando>
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3) Development of Youngsando Brand (Jul. 2012)
○ Development of Youngsando Brand: It’s important to develop the
brand with the values of Youngsando, to use it in a constant way,
and to seek the methods to raise its utilization.
○ The developed brand has been used to develop various package
products and to advocate and market the tourist attractions of
Youngsando.

4) FamiliarizationTour (Jul. 2012)
○ Target Groups: policy-makers, journalists, businessmen,
organizations which can affect the policies for Youngsando
marketing.
○ Method: KNPS supported Hongdo Jigu Tourist Agency to design a
tourist program via Youngsando.
○ Prior to the full-fledged operation of Youngsando Myeongpum
Maeul, the Familiarization Tour was organized to revamp the
village image, to lay the foundation to attract group tourists such
as a company, a government agency and an organization, to
increase the awareness of people on Youngsando, and to improve
the infrastructures for visitors.
5) Promotion of Welfare System for Local Residents & Basis for Selfgovernance of Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul (Aug. 2012)
○ KNPS supported to establish the Fishery Cooperative Association
which has laid the foundation for local residents to manage the
Myeongpum Maeul by themselves.
○ Designation of Youngsando as a Myeongpum Maeul was an
26

opportunity to eastablish the basis for self-governance. In
additiona, it’s necessary to enhance residents’ living standards
and living stability. Therefore, KNPS supported home appliances
(TVs, laundry machines, refrigerators, etc.) to strengthen the basis
for self-governance and improve the welfare effectivenss.
6) Long-term Master Plan for Youngsando Myeongpum Village (Sep.
2012)
○ With a view to preventing trial errors and to building Youngsando
Myeongpum Maeul systematically, a Long-term Master Plan was
established.
○ Various activities were fulfilled (i.e. field surveys, distribution and
collection of questionnaires, and working meetings) to decide
the master plan, which clearly stipulates the improvement of
living quality, long-awaited projects, development of Youngsando
tourism resources, and projects directly operated by residents.
○ Dadohaehaesang National Park Western Office co-worked with
Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul to lead the feasibility test for the
long-term plan.
7) Homepage (Dec. 2012)
○ A homepage was open, aiming to introduce Youngsando, manage
the reservations of visitors, sell sepecialties, and increase
exchange activities.
○ An online payment system of credit card was built in the
homepage, and local residents continue to receive educations to
operate the homepage and to update the contents.
8) Operation of Residents’ Organization & Self-governing Rules (Dec.
2012)
○ Leadership of local residents is pre-requisite to the success of
Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul and to its long-term progress.
○ There are few residents in Youngsando, and even they are
aged. Therfore, an operational organization shall be simple and
integrated so that a person can take several roles.
○ A steering committee consisting of a chairperson, a secretary
general, an auditor, and 7 memebers was established to vitalize
community activites and projects.
Lessons Learned from Cooperative Management of Protected Areas
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2. Major Activities of Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul
2. 1. Stong Communication with Loal Community
1) Income Distribution & Re-investment Program (Dec. 17, 2014)
○ Operation of the program to distribute incomes
○ Re-investment of incomes
○ Purchase and production of frameworks to dry brown seeweeds
as a special product
2) Medical Checkup (oriental medicine treatment) for Local Residents
(Mar. 2013)
○ Background: Majory of local residents are older people at the
age over 60. Because of geological constraints, they have few
opportunities to enjoy medical services, so KNPS have supported
medical-treatment services to increase their quality of life.
○ Main Activities: It’s a far-away island, so western medicine service
is almost impossible. Instead, oriental medicine services have
been provided to local residents since 2003.

<Medical (Oriental Medicine) Service for Local Residents>

2. 2. Enviornmentally-friendly Improvement of Village
1) Signboards in Youngsando (Jan. 2013)
○ There was no signboard or milestone ‘showing the way to
Youngsando’ in Hueksando Island (nearby island which is a
popular tourist attraction). Accordingly, signboards were installed
in front of Heuksan Port and in other areas of Heuksando
Island. In addition, signboards with Youngsando map and other
information (trekking course, and safety rules) were built in
Youngsando Isalnd.
○ The signboards are conducive to Youngsando brand position and
to increase of people’s awareness.
28

2) Installation of Iconic Structure (Jan. 2013)
○ By installing a landmark at the entry to Youngsando Island, KNPS
and local residents provide a memorial point to offer unforgettable
first impression to visitors and tourists. By doing so, the island is
expected to be exposed to media though SNS.
○ The landmark is comprised with sculptures symbolizing
Youngsando and BI-based artboards. It’s produced and installed
as far as it doesn’t impair the beauty of Youngsando.
3) Installation and Reinforcement of Quay (Mar. 2013)
○ Background: In case of the waterfront in Heuksando for ships bound
to Youngsando and the quay in Youngsando, the stem of boat is
temporalily linked to the inner wall and stairs of landing place to
allow users to embark and disembark (it’s very unconvenient and
risky at low tide).
○ Main Activities: For the convenience of local residents and visitors,
a structure was installed to bring various ships (such as a cruise)
alongside the pier (berth facilities and waiting place for boarding).
4) Installation of Multi-purpose Salvage Machine (Apr. 2013)
○ Background: As an island, Yeongsand is unstable from the
perspective of geography and environment, but facilities were old
and insufficient to withstand natural disasters including a typhoon.
○ Main Activities: For income increase of local residents, the salvage
machine functions to prevent boats from hit by natural disasters,
to manage caught products, and to help fishery activities in a
multiple way.

Lessons Learned from Cooperative Management of Protected Areas
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5) Renovation of Health Center Buidling to Thematic Lodge (Dec. 2013)
○ The Health Center in Youngsando was re-modeled to a thematic
lodge.
○ The Health Center was renovated to become a thematic lodge,
which provides visitors with accommodation service in parallel
with fishery household-type loges (rental cottages), camping sites
and picnic grounds.
6) Planting of Satsuki Azalea (Apr. 2014)
○ It’s said that Youngsando was named after the fact that a lot of
Satsuki Azalea blossomed in the island. By considering this,
KNPS and local residents planted the flowers.
○ It significantly contributes to the increase of tourists in other
seasons except summer, so it’s conducive to tourism in all four
seasons.

<Example of Planted Satsuki Azalea>

7) Remodling of Yeongsan Branch School (Apr. 2014)
○ Background: There was only one student in Yeongsan Branch
School of Hueksan Elimentary School, so it’s uneffectively used
compared to its real size.
○ Main Activities: The school was renovated to maximize its spatial
usage. For example, local residents can use the place to work and
conduct collective activities while visitors can use the auditorium
(for a workshop and others).
8) Restoration of Endangered Species, ‘Korean dendrobium’ (Nov. 01 –
02, 2014)
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9) Healing Jimjilbang (Korean Public Sauna) in Youngsando (Jun. 2015)
○ A Jimjilbang where local residents can take a bath and sauna was
open, contributing to convenicne and improvement of living quality.
○ It can be also used by visitors, which generates additional income.

2. 3. Youngsando as the Island worth of visiting
1) Program to Expericnce Fishery Village (Mar. 2013)
○ A program has been operated to provide general visitors (a
marined coulpe, family and unmarried pair) with an opportunity to
experience fishery activites.
○ Program: recreational fishing, net-throwing, mussel-cathing, and
experience of Korean women diver.
2) 2013 Familiarization Tour (Mar. 2013)
○ In 2013, a familiarization tour was needed to revamp the image of
island and to attract additional investment
○ The familiarization tour was organized, targeting politicians,
journalists, businessmen, and travel agencies. It contributed to
improve the awarenss of people onYoungsando and to devise more
tourist programs.
○ The tour enables the island to be covered by media and to appeal
to advertisement industry. In short, the tour supported the long
and mid-term markting background.
3) Camping Site and Picnic Ground (Jun. 2013)
○ A picnic ground and a camping site were constructed to meet the
demands of visitors who can’t find avaialbe lodges and to satisfy
the desire of campers.
4) Maintenance and Supplementation of Yeongsan Sipni Gil (10-ri
trekking course) (Aug. 2013)
○ After Yeongsan Sipni Gil was fostered, it’s managed continuously
and linked to the exsting trekking course.
○ The trekking course is maintained well for long-term operation by
repairing Yeongsan Sipni Gill and by buidling convenience facilities.
Youngsan Sipni Gil and other trekking course were connected and
have been maintained in a comprehensive way.
5) 休 (Hue) Story Map of Youngsando (Apr. 2013)
○ Recently tourists tend to visit the place whch tells its unique story.
Based on such a tourism trend, KNPS supported to find the stories
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relavant to Yeongsan Eight Scenic Views and Shrin Rituals and to
utilize them as advertisement tools.
○ Stories were identified through the interviews with local residents,
and they are delivered to visitors through the 休 story map (storytelling map).
○ Unique stories on natural resources (such as Yeongsan Eight
Sceanic Views) and cultural resources were identified for tourism
development, which were utilized to produce 休 Story Map,
signboards, and leaflets.
6) Healing Book (Leaflets) of Youngsando (Mar. 2013)
○ Designation of Youngsando as Myeongpum Maeul was an
opportunity to establish its differential identity. Accordingly,
‘Youngsando Healing Book’ was produced to introduce
mganificient scenaries of Youngsando and to encourage visitors
to share the leafleats with their friends and relatives – which is
helpful to continue to attract visitors.
7) Restoration of Traditional House (Jan. 06, 2016)
○ A 100-year old traditional house within Youngsando Myeongpum
Maeul was recovered to the original form, which is used as the
place for family-based visitors or artists to stay in the island for
quite a few days.

2. 4. Basis for Sustainable Operation
1) Sister Relationship between 1 Company and 1 Village (Jan. 2013)
○ 1 company and 1 village agreed to establishe a sister relation,
conducting advertisement and exchange activities, laying the
stable foundation for attracting visitors, helping local residents
in need, generating income of residents, and even extending
Myeongpum Maeul project to other villages.
○ Resources required to village invigoration are provided by the
sister relation between a company and a village.
○ To local residents, it’s effective to attract tourists via continous
exchange. To a company, it’s effective to fulfill its corporate social
responsibility.
2) Continous Education to Local Residents (2013, 2014)
○ Education programs have been provided to local residents so that
they can grasp and understand the values of Youngsando
– The chairperson of Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul Steering
Committee completed the leadership education of Korea Rural
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Community Corporation (Mar.26 – 28, 2014)
– The secretary general of Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul
Steering Committee went through the leadership education
(Apr.17-19, 2013)
3) Interpretation Service of Local Residents (Jun. 2013)
○ An interpretation service is required for those who vist Youngsando,
so local residents were educated to work as interpreters. To work
as an interpreter, a resident shall pass a test to get certificate,
which is the vehice to secure professionalis and reliability.
○ KNPS hired ‘Community Interpreters (consisting of local residents)
of Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul’. To become a community
interpreter, a resident candidate was evaluated to check his/her
attitude and minset, understanding level on the site and island,
and knowledge on Myeongpum Maeul project.
4) Joint Workshop of Myeongpum Maeul Operators (Oct. 09 – 11, 2013)
○ This workshop was the venue where Myeongpum Maeul operators
shared information and ideas by visiting the best practice,
discussing the development direction, and applying the advanced
example to their site.
○ Participants: a delegate from KNPS, the chairperson of
Gwanmaedo Steering Committee, and the chairperson of
Youngsando Steering Committee.
5) Field Trip and Consulting for Development Direction of Youngsando
Myeongpum Maeul (Oct. 29, 2013)
○ To figure out the development direction of Youngsando
Myeongpum Maeul, a field trip was undertaken to study the wallpainting project, the facilities for disinfection, the outlook tower,
and trekking courses (such as Yeongsan Shipni Gil, and Masil Gil),
and a multi-market, a healing library, and aboandoned houses in
the village.
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<Field Trip to Abandoned Houses>

<Study on Trekking Courses>

6) Council Meeting for Success of Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul (Apr.
21 – 22, 2014)
○ Purpose: A meeting was held to explain the final plan to nurture
Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul including the financial support to
ferry boarding and the public toilets.
○ Key Participants: delegates from Yeongsan River Basin
Environemntal Office (director of environemtn management dept.,
manager of natural environmental dept., and responsible staffs),
a representative of Shinan-gun government, a delegate from
Dadohaehaesang National Park Western Office, relevant experts,
and local residents.
7) Joint Workshop of Myeongpum Maeul Operators (Nov. 04 – 05, 2014)
○ A joint workshop was held for about 50 operators of Myeongpum
Maeul to discuss how to settle the conflicts between residents, to
achive a consensus, and to respond to changing trend of tourists.
○ The participants analyzed the requirements shown by the
questionnaires-based survey on visitors, proposed the
development direction and identified the mthod to promote brand
position and marketing.
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3. Future Plan
3. 1. Projects to Improve Living Status of Local Residents
1) Installation of Storage, Drying Room, and Seafood Drying Facility
○ The current storage is too old to use, so a new storage needs to be
built to create sustainable income of local residents.
○ Drying rooms will be installed to produce and manage mussles
and other processed seafoods (which are emgering business) in a
systematic way.
○ A seafood drying facility will be built along the trekking course
for demonstration effect, for the purpose of marketing fishery
products and of increasing their sales.
2) Facility to Process Agricultural/Fishery Products
○ A facility to process agricultural/fishery products will be improved
under the consideration of conveinct transportation.
○ Fishery products like mussels harvested in Youngsando will be
processed and sold, contributing to income increase of local
residents.
3) Database on Foremer Residents of Youngsando and Their
Community: Encourage them to Return to Youngsando
○ Activities to attract visitors are important. In addition, interests of
foremer residents in their hometown are expected to work as a
catalyst for village re-vitalization.
○ An online community will be built for continous contacts between
Lessons Learned from Cooperative Management of Protected Areas
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current residents and former residents and between former
residents.
○ Information on the community will be updated on homepages
of Dadohaehaesang National Park, Shian-gun government, and
Youngsando to encourage foremer residents to join it.
○ Database on former residents will be established to systemize
contact methods.

3. 2. Projects to Improve Environmental Infrastructures
1) Underground Utility Lines
○ Currently, majority of utility poles stand on the ground and even
they are old. Particularly, some are damaged, exposing thier iron
rods, which deteriorate the beautiful landscape of Youngsando.
○ Uility poles are easily fallen down by a typhoon, requiring the
efforts to minize the damage.
○ The project to bury utility lines under the ground will provide
power even in case of a typhoon attack and maximize the natural
beauty.

<Utility Poles Scattered in Youngsando, which Undermine the Beauty>

2) Improvement of Swer System
○ Designation of Myeongpum Maeul increases the number of visitors,
requiring reinforcement of swer systems and growth of swertreatment capaticy.
○ All swer systems will be maintained, repaired, and expanded across
the village of Youngsando.
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○ All drainage systems will be improved across the village and a
waster treatment facility will be installed.
○ Drinage ducts will be installed and all roads will be paved.
3) Improvement of Inner Street in the Village and Restoration of Stone
Wall Fence
○ The concrete-paved inner road in the village will be removed, and
instead it will be paved with naturally decomposed granite soil,
improving the landscape of village.
○ The old wall stone fence will be recovered, as a part of projects to
restore traditional cultures of Youngsando.
○ The wall maintains its unique function to block strong winds and
also esthetic values of nature and tratdition, creating high-added
value of village.

<Remaining Youngsando Stone Wall Fence>

4) Installation of Clean Furnace
○ Youngsando is an island, so waste treatment is a daunting task (i.e.
people shall transport wastes to other area)
○ A Clean Furnace will be installed to resolve the waste issues
created by increasing visitors.
○ An eco-friendly small furnace needs to be installed under the
consideration of environmental protection and energy saving.
5) Design Project for Roof Coloring
○ It aims to enhance the environmental beauty of village as a part of
public design projects.
○ Roof-design is required to strengthen durability of house in the
island village.
○ As a project to improve durability of houses and landscape, slateroofs which impair the beauty of village will be removed, and
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instead the roofs will be covered with wooden plates and frames.
○ Asphalt shingle based on color coordination needs to be installed
in accordance with the public design project.

3. 3. Projects to Promote Services
1) Visitor Center
○ Youngsando residents have kept their traditional culuture and
unique life sytle shown by a fishery village. To present such
cultures to visitors, a Visitor Center will be built to inform visitors
of Yongsando Village.
○ A multi-purpose space is required for local residents (i.e. a
building can play roles as a resting place for visitors, a exhibition
room to display cultural heritages of Youngsando , a community
center, and a senior-care center)
2) Operation of Cruise Ship
○ Among Yeongsan Eight Scenic Views, the 1st View (Dangsan
Chansong) and the 2nd View (Kibong Johwi) are accessible
by land. Therefore, without a ship, visitor can’t appreciate
maginificent landscapes of Youngsando.
○ All ships in Youngsando are for fishery, so a cruise ship is required
for visitor to enjoy the island.
○ The existing pilot boat has the capacity of 7 people, not proper to
visitor programs. Therefore a cruise ship accommodating 20-30
people is required.
○ A cruise ship needs to be operated to maximize the effects of
trousit course linked to adjance areas. It’s the findings from a
familiarization tour.
○ The ship will follow the route covering Youngsando and
Heuksando
○ It functions as both a cruise ship and a pilot boat for local
residents, if possible.
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IV. Major Achievement of Youngsando Myeongpum
Maeul
1. Management Influence
● Improvement of ecosystem and landscapes of Youngsando through
Myeongpum Maeul: For example, local residents actively collaborate
with KNPS to protect mussles and Korean dendrobiums which are an
endangered species because of uncontrolled collection (KNPS and local
residents cooperate to restore the Korean dendrobiums).
● The survey on local residents also proves the positive influences of
Myeongpum Maeul on Youngsando Island (5-point scale).
– According to the survey on local residents in 2016, they accept
‘designation of Myeongpum Maeul contributed to recover, protection
and conservation of physical environment’ (Mean=4.04). They
also evaluate ‘the awarenss of local residents was increased on
the importance of environmental conservation and protection’
(Mean=3.92).
– When it comes to the change of residents’ attitudes to KNPS, there is
no big difference before and after Myeongpum Maeul (Mena=3.63).
This manifests local residents have favorable attitudes to KNPS and
trust is buit.
– After Myeongpum Maeul project, the facilities of KNPS are well
managed as a whole (Mean=3.92), and trekking courses and natural
eco-resources (like forest) are also well managed (Mean=3.88).
Cultural resources including shrines are less managed than other
facilities, but the score drives us to the conclusion they are well
managed (Mean=3.63).

2. Social Influence
1) Population Increase
○ 49 people dwelled on the island in 2013, but in 2014, the population
decreased by 9 to 40 people. It’s propably because of job transfer,
long-hospitalization and death.
○ However, in 2015, the dwellers increased by 3 people to 43, largely
because of job transfer, long-hospitalization and death.
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Existing Dwellers

Migrants

2) Change of Local Residents’ Awareness
○ Regarding the awareness of local residents, the question to ask
‘awarenss level on the contens of Myeongpum Maeul project’ had
the biggest increase from 75.5% in 2013 to 82.8% in 2014 (7.3%
growth).
○ Additionally, the percentage of people who want to continue
Myeongpum Mauel project is 83,6%, showing the lion’s share of
positive answers.

Awareness on
Contents of
Myeongpum
Maeul

Importance of
Project for
Village
Development

Reflection of
Residents’
Opinions into
Myeongpum
Maeul project

Desire for
continuation of
Myungpum
Maeul project

Year of 2013

Contribution to
Harmonization of
Residents and
to Income Increase

Advantages
from
Myeongpum
Maeul

Year of 2014

<Satisfaction of Local Residents on Myeongpum Maeul>
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Desire to
Engage
in Operation of
Myeongpum
Maeul

3. Economic Influence
1) Statistics on Visitors
○ In 2012, about 100 people visited Youngsando Myeongpum Village,
but the number skyrocketed to 3,290 in 2014.
○ Additionally, in 2013, it rose by 30 % up to 4,287, showing contiuous
growth of visitors since 2012
Year

2012

2013

2014

2015

Visitors

100

3,010

3,290

4,287

Increase

280

997

%

9.3

30.3

<Visitors Statistics (As of Dec. 30, 2015)>

Year of 2012

Year of 2013

Year of 2014

Year of 2015

<Visitors>
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2) Status on Residents’ Income
○ According to the study on income change of Youngsando dwellers,
‘Community income’, ‘Income from visitor’s rental on resident’s
house’, and ‘Income from shop operation’ show continous growth.
○ ‘Sales of specialties’ decreased by 43.5% from 2013 to 2014.
However, it increased by 19.8% in 2015.
○ ‘Income from sales of food at restaurant’ also declined by 19.7%
in 2015, compared to the year of 2014.

Sum

Community Income Sales of specialties Income from food Income from visitor’s
(from operation of
(on-the-spot sale) sales at restaurant rental on resident’s
various experiential
(community restaurant)
house
programs and
community lodges, etc.)

2013

Income of Residents
(unit: 1,000 won)
Year
Sum
Community
Income
(Various
Experiential
Program &
Community
Lodges)
Sales of
Specialties
(on-the-spot
sales)
Sales of
Food at
Restaurant
(Community
Restaurant)
Visitor’s
Rental on
Resident’s
House
Others
(Beverage
sales
and Shop
Operation)
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2013

2014

2015

2014

2015

Income Change
(unit: 1,000 won)
2013

2014

2015

135,549 137,556 196,242

2,007

30,054

35,405

77,553

56,500

31,940

14,757

Others
(from opreatio of
shop, i.e. sales of
beverage)

(unit: 1,000 KRW)

Fluctuation (%)
2013

2014

2015

58,686

1.5

42.7

5,351

42,148

17.8

119.0

38,272

-24,560

6,332

-43.5

19.8

32,787

26,338

18,030

-6,449

122.2

-19.7

4,138

4,524

7,075

386

2,551

9.3

56.4

30,100

32,900

47,004

2,800

14,104

9.3

42.9

V. Key Success Factors of
Myeongpum Maeul Project
Key success factor: the cooperative management of project

Communication

Education

Key successful
factors of
Youngsando

Engagement

Cooperation

1. Consensus Building through Education
● The reason why Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul project is successful
is that local residents build a consensus on its values (They can grasp
and understand the unique values of Youngsando by sharing their ideas,
which in turn makes them actively engage in the project).
● Joint Workshops of Myeongpum Maeul Operators are important
opportunities for KNPS and local residents to agree on the necessity to
resolve conflicts between local residents and to share the ideas on how
to melt tensions and how to develop Myeongpum Maeul.
● Additionally, a video was produced to show the influenc of Myeongpum
Maeul on the awareness and attitudes of local residents, emphasizing
harmony and settlement of conflicts.
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(ex)
– Completion of Leadership Education Program provided by the Korea
Rural Community Corporation (chairperson)
– Completion of Leadership Education (secretary general of Youngsando
Myeongpum Maeul Steering Committee)
– Joint Workshop of Myeongpum Maeul Operators

2. Continous Efforts for Communication
● KNPS staffs and local residents cooperated to hold public hearings to
communicate about Myeongpum Maeul project.
● KNPS staffs explained the purports of Myeongpum Maeul to local
residents via a public hearing, and carried out a field investigation to
prepare for the project.
● Prior to commencement of Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul, KNPS staffs
conducted the questionnaires-based survey on local residents and had
workshops (regualar meetings with local residents).
● Staffs of KNPS stayed in Youngsando for 4-5 months to communicate
with local residents in real time and to resolve problems.
● KNPS makes efforts to figure out the conflicts between residents and to
resolve issues through dialogue and mutual interest.
● KNPS provides equal opportunities to all dwellers so that no one is
excluded from the project of Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul.

3. Coopreation with Local Community
● Various stakeholders participated in working meetings to nurture
Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul (KNPS, Shinan-gun government, and
residents of Youngsando).
● Through such meetings, KNPS explained the stauts of Myeongpum
Maeul project and shared ideas with Shinan-gun government about
cooperative projects (e.g. design for island village landscape and
renovation of abandoned houses).
● KNPS consulted with local residents to decide if a design can represent
the village well when they developed a village BI and selected a
outsourcing company responsible for landscape design.
● The chairperson of Youngsando Myeongpum Maeul Steering Committee
exerted outstanding leadership, increasing the sense of ownership and
guiding residents to act with one accord.
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4. Active Engagement of Local Residents
● Local residents had huge interests in Myeongpum Maeul, and
passionately engaged in the project.
● Local residents were united to protect the gifts given by nature (Yeonhap
News, June 23, 2016).
– Local residents made strenuous efforts to protect endangered
resources (mussels and Korean dendrobiums).
– Residents were willing to donate their home-grown Korean
dendrobiums. Thanks to them, the project could be initiated to
restore 800 dendrobiums.
● To control the quality of brown rock seaweeds (a specialty called as
‘Youngsangak’) growing in a nature, local residents strived to prevent
the seaweeds from aquafarming or from being taken out from
the island. Futhermore, a resident is disqualified as a member of
cooperative association if he/she violates its rules.
● To protect mussels growing in a nature, local residents establish ‘notake season’, putting a focus on ‘sales of well-growing products’ rather
than ‘sales of many products’ (Yeonhap News, June 23, 2016).
● Cooperation for Carrying Capacity
– The residenents think visitors shall not outnumber residents, so
they set a limitation on the number of visitors. Only 8 teams with
maximum 50 visitors are allowed to enter the island (based on the
capacity of accommodation facilities).
– Even though they want to stay longer, visitors can’t do.
– Local residents restrain visitors from staying for at most 3 nights/4
days.
– It’s because they think if a person wants to stay more than four days,
he/she wants to collect valuable resources like a rare orchid. As a
matter of fact, 4 days are enough to travel across the island (Yeonhap
News, June 23, 2016).
● Local residents, external organizations, and volunteers are willing to
clan marine wastes on their own initiative.
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National Park Citizen College
Cho, Mi-yeong
Lee, Hyeon-jun
Jung, Yong-sang
Park, Seung-ki
Dr. Heo, Hagyoung
Korea National Park Service (knpsoia@knps.or.kr)

1. Introduction
With a view to nurturing environmental leaders of local communities within
and adjacent to national parks, the National Park Citizen College was
initiated for the first time in 2008 by Seoraksan National Park and has been
expanded to 13 national parks. Since 2008, Citizen Colleges have produced
about 2,500 environmental leaders of local communities.
The Citizen Colleges aim to ‘Happier Local Community thanks to National
Park’ from the perspective of local residents, while to ‘National Park
brimmed with Affection and Pride of Local Residents’ from the angle of
KNPS. In a nutshell, the key purport of National Park Citizen Parks is to
strengthen the partnership between national parks and local communities
for co-existence and co-prosperity (Shin Yong-seuk, 2016). As an on-going
education for local residents, the Citizen College provides local residents
with valuable opportunities to understand the system of national parks, to
learn about ecosystem and environment, and to visit the advanced areas
with best practices. Thanks to the National Park Citizen College, KNPS
was selected as a partner of ESD (Education for Sustainable Development)
led by the Korean National Commission for UNESCO. Seven programs
of Citizen College were certified as an ‘ESD by the Korean National
Commission for UNESCO, which demonstrated the success of National
Park Citizen College.
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2. Background
Mutual trust was very low between KNPS and local communities due to the
authoritarian image of KNPS (triggered by its conservation policies and strict
‘regulation and enforcement’) and conflicts of interest of both parties. In
this context, it’s difficult to expect the supports - which are required for park
management – from local communities. To overcome such inconvenient
situations and conflicts, true partnerships were required for co-existence
between national parks and local communities. To this end, cultural
consensus through ‘education’ was pre-requisite. In short, “the National Park
Citizen College” was initiated from demands of both parties: KNPS wanted
a program for mutual understand and cooperation by ‘persuading local
residents to engage in national parks and encouraging KNPS staffs to be in
local communities’. Local residents also wanted to ‘know and understand
national parks’ through dialogue.
One of purposes of National Park Citizen College is for park managers and
local residents to review actual situations on national parks objectively, and
to increase their understanding. The Citizen College pursues to conserve
biodiversity in national parks and to make local communities reborn as a
Liable Village.

Seoraksan National Park Citizen College
National park self-managed by local residents

Through education
Governance of local community
Organizations of
local community

Municipal
government

Local residents

Tourism &
Recreation

Education &
Research

Traditional culture

<Purpose of National Park Citizen College>
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Participants come to agree that ‘Our village can be developed future and
we can be more happy thanks to national park’ through the process for
education and evaluation such as natural experience, cultural experience,
service experience and expedition on national park and villages. At the
same time, they are able to build the capacity of community and to carry
out their roles. Therefore, the National Park Citizen College is recognized
as ‘education to foster environmental leaders of local communities’, and
obtained the certificate of ‘UNESCO ESD’, showing the program is evolving to
educational·cooperative program with higher potential.

<Actual Case of National Park Citizen College: Use of ESD Certificate>
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3. Current Status on Citizen College
Following Seoraksan National Park initiating the Citizen College in 2008, most
offices of national parks (18 offices) have operated them under the same
name or the simialr title (i.e. Juwangsan Accademy, Univer Ranger Program,
etc.). As a part of efforts to enable them to take roots in the society as an ongoing education organization, some offices of naitonal parks (6 offices) are
operating ‘advanced course’ emphasizing reeducation.

Office
Total

Graduates in 2015
Principle

Advance

571

141

ESD Certificate

Type

1

Seoraksan

50

30

Completion in 2011

Citizen College
(New: Advance Course)

2

Gyerongsan

30

-

Completion in 2012

Citizen College

3

Sokrisan

19

-

Completion in 2012

Citizen College

4

Chiaksan

23

-

Completion in 2016

Citizen College

5

Gyeongju

43

20

6

Jirisan
Southern

30

7

Naejangsan

24

8

Taeanhaean

15

9

Dadohae
Western

25

Completion in 2014

10

Jirisan

37

30
(planned) Completion in 2014

Jirisan
Northern
12 Naejangsan
Baeka

11

13

Kayansan

Citizen College
(History·Culture School)
Citizen College

17

Citizen College
Citizen College
(Multi-cultural Family)

38
31

Citizen College
(New: Advance Course)
Citizen College

12

50

14 Juwangsan

Citizen College

Citizen College
Completion in 2015

32

15 Mudeungsan

40

-

16 Mudeungsan
Eastern

29

-

Citizen Collge (Kayasan
Residents Academy)
Citizen College (Juwangsan
Academy)
Citizen College (co-host:
Mudeungsan Conservation
Assocation)

17

Hanryeo
Eastern

41

Citizen College

18

Dadohae

46

Citizen College
(New Operation)

<Curriculum of National Park Citizen College: Example>
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<Entrance Ceremony of National Park Citizen College>

<Eco-tourism and Nature Interpretation of National Park>

<Marketing on Local Brand>

Graduates from National Park Citizens Colleges become supporters
of national parks, and some of them work as volunteers or participate
in Community-Cooperative Committee, offering huge helps to park
management. In addition, they play as environmental leaders of their local
communities based on their experience accumulated from the programs.
In 2011, an alumni association was established to support the graduates from
National Park Citizen College to work as community leaders. The alumni
association is very meaningful in that it provides the sense of belongings
to graduates and also organizes the supporters for national parks in each
community.
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<Activities of Alumni Association>

4. Improvement of Awareness and Engagement
At an initial stage, the participants were usually local residents and shop
owners living in and close to national parks, but now urban citizens, salary
men, and staffs of public agencies also participate in the National Park
Citizen College. This testifies various people in every corner of our society
increase their awareness on national parks. Local residents participating in
the Citizen College said they could understand the management policies and
direction of national parks they had not known, and it’s a new educational
opportunity to experience something which they couldn’t acquire in other
place, to contemplate over the social trend and to think about how to catch up
with the changing society. They also evaluated in unison that until then they
were hostile to national parks, but the Citizen College imbued them with new
positive opinions on national parks, and that they could understand the values
and management directions of national parks. Such evaluations are evidence
that the National Park Citizen College is required for cooperative relations
with local communities and educational approaches are very effective to
promote the favorable relationships between local residents and national
parks.
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Satisfaction on overall lectures

Lecture proper to educational purposes

so-so
good

Very good

29%

28%

Very good

17%

good

71%

55%

Shift to positive awareness on national parks
after education

Necessity of Citizen College for Community
Cooperation

so-so
11%

good
23%
Very good
77%

good
Very good

25%

61%

<Survey Finding: Changing Awareness of Participants after Citizen College>

Through active communication, the graduates from Citizen Colleges work
as volunteers on the field of national parks and supporters leading the way
toward the conservation of national parks. There are quite many successes
of National Park Citizen Colleges: To name a few, the graduates significantly
contribute, as volunteers, to removal of foreign plants, to various local events,
to educational activities, and to National Park voucher programs. They also
participate in Community-cooperative Committee to seek the solutions to
resolve the impending issues of national parks.

<Support for Restoration of Damaged Area. Ceremony to Translocate 100 plants of
Leontopodium coreanum Nakai>
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<Briquet Donation to Local Community, Exhibition of Seorak Art>

5. Future Plan
As an adult education program focusing on residents in national parks, the
National Park Citizen College can be operated, because relevant staffs pour
efforts and sweats and also have necessary capacity. In the future, we need
to utilize our accumulated experiences and human resources created from
Citizen Colleges for the purpose of developing them as an ongoing education
institution to foster environmental leaders. It means we have to establish ‘the
National Park Life-long Education Community’ to implement ESD. To this
end, it’s required to nurture professional coordinators among graduates from
Citizen Colleges and to encourage the local coordinators to lead the education
planning. If so, more and more will love national parks and also sustainability
of national parks can be promoted.
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<National Park Citizen College>

<Before and After of redesign of Resting Place in Mudolgil located in Pyeongchon of Mudeungsan National Park>

<Development and operation of eco-programs of Gwanmaedo Village of Excellence>
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<Residents Education & Workshop>

<Success Case Benchmarking>

<Residents Together Festival>

<Cooking Contest of Residents>

<Rowing program (Youngsando)>

<Accommodation(Youngsando)>
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Parks Victoria, Australia
Parks Victoria is a statutory authority managing Victoria’s diverse parks
system, comprising 18 per cent of the State or 4.11 million hectares.
Parks Victoria manages the estate in partnership with Traditional
Owners, government and non-government organisations, park
neighbours, friends groups and the broader community. The network
of parks that Parks Victoria manages includes national parks, marine
parks and sanctuaries, wilderness areas, state and metropolitan parks,
thousands of Aboriginal and post-European cultural and heritage sites,
several local ports and major rivers, and around 70 per cent of Victoria’s
coastline.
Parks Victoria delivers enduring benefits to park users and the
community through expert stewardship of Victoria’s terrestrial and
marine parks estate. Parks Victoria delivers these benefits by focussing
its work across four strategic, integrated themes: connecting people
and parks, conserving Victoria’s special places, providing benefits
beyond boundaries, and enhancing organisational excellence.
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Abstract
The Australian Alps Co-operative Management Program is a partnership that
achieves excellence in management of its natural and cultural values and
sustainable recreation and tourism through a program of cross-border cooperation involving three States across 1.6 million hectares. Eleven lessons
learnt that lead to the strength of the now 21 year program are presented
starting at a champion group with influence to establish a program and a
balanced top down and bottom up approach in implementation. It is supported
at the highest echelon through a Ministerial and Heads of Agencies level
Memorandum of Understanding and along with strong staff involvement,
results in pride, ownership and relevance. Dedicated partner funding and
management support is crucial to success along with working groups drawn
from within the agencies. Opportunities for across agency staff networking,
best practice workshops and programs with tangible outcomes are the key
to ongoing success. Future challenges now are responding to major issues
around climate change, water, fire and potential world heritage and becoming
more outward focused beyond protected areas to enhance wider connectivity.
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Introduction
The Australian Alps: The Place
The Australian Alps occur in the south-eastern corner of mainland Australia,
stretching hundreds of kilometres from Canberra to the Victorian Central
Highlands west of Melbourne. They include regions known as the Brindabella
Ranges in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT), the Snowy Mountains of New
South Wales (NSW) and the Victorian Alps.
They are a mountainous biogeographical region in a predominantly dry and
flat continent, containing Australia’s highest peaks and unique alpine and
sub-alpine ecosystems. The region consists of extensive undulating plateaus,
ridges and peaks surrounded by a dissected landscape of steep slopes,
escarpments and deep gorges.
The Australian Alps contain plants and animals found nowhere else in the
world, as well as significant landscapes, and Aboriginal and historic places.
They are a highly valued recreational resource for many Australians, and are
the headwaters of some of Australia’s most important rivers, supplying snowmelt waters for the maintenance of ecological processes and communities,
domestic use, industry, irrigation and hydro-electric production in NSW,
Victoria, ACT and South Australia.
The Australian alps biogeographical region covers a variety of land tenures
however most significant in the almost contiguous series of national
parks and other protected areas that span the alps across the borders of
Victoria, New South Wales (NSW) and the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) ,
collectively known as the Australian alps national parks (see Map 1) . These
parks and reserves cover over 1.6 million hectares and are subject of an
agreement between the Australian, NSW, ACT and Victorian Governments on
co-operative management.
This paper will present the key learnings of the last 21 years of the Australian
Alps co-operative management program from the perspective of park
managers.
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Map 1 Australian Alps n

<Map 1. Australian Alps national parks>

Area

Size (ha)

Responsible Agency

Victoria
Alpine National Park

647,700

Snowy River National Park
98,100
Area
Size (ha)
Avon Wilderness
39,650
Parks Victoria
Victoria
Mount Buffalo
National
Park
31,000
Alpine
National
Park
647 700
Baw
Baw
National
Park
13,300
Snowy River National Park
98 100
New South Wales
Avon Wilderness
39 650
Kosciuszko National Park
690,411
Mount Buffalo National Park
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NSW National Parks &
Brindabella National Park
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Scabby Range Nature Reserve
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Wildlife Division
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Environment
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Bimberi
Nature Reserve
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Australian
Capital
Territory
areas included
in the Australian Alps national parks Co-operative
<Table 1 Protected
Management
Program>
105 900
Namadgi National Park
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5 450
Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve

Total

1,665,851

Responsible Agency
Parks Victoria

NSW National Parks
Wildlife Division

Environment ACT

The Australian Alps Co-Operative Management Program
Management arrangements
In Australia, the Australian Government is not responsible for managing
all national parks. In the case of the protected areas that make up the
Australian Alps national parks the states of Victoria, NSW and the ACT are
separately responsible for legislation, policy setting and management of
the protected areas within their jurisdictions. Together with the Australian
Government, they have combined their efforts to ensure that management
of the Australian Alps national parks reflects a single bio-geographical unit
across state jurisdictions. This coordinated management and conservation
of the Australian Alps is the subject of an agreement or Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between the Australian, NSW, ACT and Victorian
Governments. The vision of the Australian Alps national parks Co-operative
Management Program is of agencies working in partnership to achieve
excellence in conservation management of its natural and cultural values and
sustainable use through an active program of cross-border co-operation.
Organisation and Structure
The following entities have functional roles in the Australian Alps Co-operative
Management Program under the MOU.
Australian Alps Ministerial Council
The Government Ministers responsible for participating agencies which are in
turn responsible for high-level inter-government relationships and the MOU.
Australian Alps Heads of Agencies Group
The Heads, or their delegates, of participating agencies meet annually to
consider strategic issues and to give direction to the AALC on policy, priority
areas and emerging issues.
Australian Alps Liaison Committee (AALC)
The AALC facilitates the development, coordination and implementation of the
Australian Alps Co-operative Management Program. Its members include a
senior officer from each of the participating agencies in NSW, Victoria and the
ACT, and from the relevant Australian Government department.
The remainder of the structure is functional to best achieve delivery of the
program as needed, particularly though the Program Manager and working
groups. See case studies 3 and 10 below
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Twenty-One Years of the Australian Alps Co-Operative
Management Program:
11 Key Lessons Learned
1/ Making a start: Establish a Champions Group
Cross jurisdictional management arrangements are complex and often
highly political. To establish such a co-operative agreement it is important
to establish an influential champions group. They need to be politically savvy
and represent all the potential partners to ensure endorsement at a range of
levels in each agency or organization.

Case Study 1: Establishing the Australian Alps Program:
In 1985 a group of policy makers and planners from the 4 protected area
agencies in the Australian Alps met at Howman’s Gap in the Victorian alps
to discuss the state of the alps and potential cooperative management
arrangements. The discussions produced ‘A Framework for Co-operation’
that gained senior bureaucratic and political support. (Crabb, 2003)
A number of influential and dedicated senior managers representing
the agencies across the Australian Alps evolved as a group to establish
more formal cross border co-operative management arrangements. The
‘Framework for Co-operation’ became the more formal ‘Memorandum
of Understanding in Relation to the Co-operative Management of the
Australian Alps National Parks’ (MOU), first signed by Government
ministers in 1986.
The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) has since been revised in 1989,
1996, 1998 and 2003.
Lesson Learned: Where a need is identified for inter jurisdictional
arrangements, establish a champions group of influential and politically savvy
officers to drive the concept through organisations and Government.
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2/ Have a solid program structure:
Top Down – Bottom Up: Getting the right balance
The strength of the Australian Alps program lies in having a solid program
structure with the right balance of operational and planning level staff
involvement and high level support through the formal signing up of each
agency to the Australian Alps Memorandum of Understanding. This commits
Governments at the highest level to co-operation and collaboration. While
the heavy lifting of cross jurisdictional politics and high level strategy is dealt
with through the Ministerial Council and Heads of Agencies, the majority of
program outcomes come from officer level staff through programs developed
by the working groups and managed through the Program Manager.
This occurs under the leadership of the Australian Alps Liaison Committee
(AALC) that is made up of the senior park manager from each state.
The program would fail without support and involvement at each end and
fundamental to the program is facilitating that continued broad level of

Alps Ministerial Council

MOU

Heads of Agencies
Strategic Plan

Secretariat

Liaison Committee
(AALC)

Alps Work Program

Alps
Operational Group
(AOG)

Program Manager

Recreation &
Facilities
Working Group

Natural Heritage
Working Group
Cultural Heritage
Working Group

australian alps

support.

Community Awareness
Working Group

<Table 2. Australian Alps Program Structure>

Table 2: Australian Alps Program Structure

Case Study 2: Integration of executive and field staff at Climate Change Workshop.

As part
of the Science
Management
Lessons Learned from Cooperative
Management
of Protected
Areas workshop series a recent workshop was held on climate change
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and management implications for the Australian Alps targeted at field staff. Running concurrently
with that was the Australian Alps Heads of Agencies meeting that is held every 1-2 years.
Immense value was gained by integrating the two to gain a wide view on management implications
while approving a number of other Alps initiatives and facilitating wide networking.
Lesson learned: To have an established structure involving agencies “top to bottom” and take

Case Study 2: Integration of executive and field staff at Climate Change
Workshop.
As part of the Science Management workshop series a recent workshop
was held on climate change and management implications for the
Australian Alps targeted at field staff. Running concurrently with that was
the Australian Alps Heads of Agencies meeting that is held every 1-2 years.
Immense value was gained by integrating the two to gain a wide view
on management implications while approving a number of other Alps
initiatives and facilitating wide networking.
Lesson learned: To have an established structure involving agencies “top to
bottom” and take opportunities to integrate and involve all levels at events.

Case Study 3: The Working Groups.
The program is supported by 4 “working groups” that along with the
program manager advise the AALC on specific matters, and assist with the
implementation of the Australian Alps Co-operative Management Program
by:
• developing new projects in Key Result Areas (KRAs) outlined in the
strategic plan;
• recommending priority projects for AALC funding; and
• assisting with the delivery of the projects to varying degrees.
Working group members are drawn from each of the Australian Alps
agencies with a mixture of both operational and planning staff. The working
groups currently are:
• Natural Heritage Working Group;
• Cultural Heritage Working Group;
• Visitor Recreation and Facilities Working Group; and
• Community Awareness Working Group.
In addition to the working groups, the Alps Operational Group (Australian
Alps park managers) meets and advises the AALC on the annual works
program and a number of operational matters.
Lesson Learned: The establishment of cross agency working groups working
with the program manager is generally the key means by which projects are
developed and delivered and staff engaged. The working groups are the “engine
room” driving the program.
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Lesson Learned: The establishment of cross agency working groups working with the program
manager is generally the key means by which projects are developed and delivered and staff
engaged. The working groups are the “engine room” driving the program.

<Workshop organized by the Australian Alps Cultural Heritage Working Group to discuss
management of historic huts>
Workshop organized by the Australian Alps Cultural Heritage Working Group to discuss management

3/
The program
must have a sense of belonging: Building a sense of pride,
of historic
huts
ownership and empowerment with staff and the community.
For a program such as this to succeed across such a broad range of
Enhancing Connectivity through Co-operative Management:

jurisdictions
a key
objective
been
to involve
staff atAlps
all levels and build a
Lessons learned from
21 years
of Crosshas
Border
Programs
in the Australian
sense of personal and professional ownership. It is often said the success of
the Australian Alps program is in the ground level support and involvement
of the staff. Feedback from staff indicates this is best achieved through a
program that is tangible, output focused and contemporary that relates on an
inter-jurisdictional and landscape scale.
The strategic plan and programs aim to focus projects on tangible outcomes
that can occur outside the sphere or ability of normal agency business, to
demonstrate value of co-operation, networking and engagement across
borders. Staff and to some extent the community is invited annually to submit
project proposals for funding that meet the Strategic Plan Key Result Areas.
The AALC evaluates the project proposals on achievability, stimulation and
relevance to staff and the community. Through discussion with the operational
area managers group the AALC also ensure that the majority of projects
have an ‘on ground’ focus. Particular emphasis is on ensuring that at least
2 workshops are held each year where staff can come together. Experience
indicates that in first stages of program establishment, picking off the lower
fruit with clear achievements results in quick support.
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7

Tangible outcomes
Case Study 4: Australian Alps Walking Track (AAWT)
The AAWT extends for 655 km along the spine of the Australian Alps.
Although the ‘Alpine Track’ was in spirit in place for decades, one of the
first initiatives of the Alps program was to facilitate co-operation across
the agencies to have the track formally established and ‘branded’ as the
Australian Alps Walking Track. This was highly successful and gained early
recognition of the program value in terms of a tangible example of cross
border co-operation and connectivity for staff and community members.
Lesson Learned: Focus on projects that can show clear and tangible evidence
of successful outcomes of co-operation across jurisdictions.

Workshops and networking
The consistent message from staff and stakeholders is that the most they
achieve from the program is the ability to come together at workshops to
discuss and collaborate on common issues across a large landscape that
would otherwise be difficult to do. The more common focus on workshops
as opposed to conferences reflects the desire to interact and collaborate
in an informal sense amongst staff and now more commonly, interested
stakeholders.
Case Study 5: Alpine Human Waste Workshop.
The matter of managing human waste in remote alpine settings is a
complex one where there has been a lot of research and experimentation
and often, due to lack of networking, re-invented when facilities are
planned. This was a key knowledge gap identified by Alps staff. Under
the auspice of the Australian Alps program a traveling human waste
management workshop was held to include invited international and
national experts, industry providers, recreationalists and staff.
This was very successful and led to the production of the proceedings into
a manual that has guided planning for some years.
Lesson Learned: The value of workshops that share information on
contemporary and common landscape scale management issues.
Engaging the wider Community
As the program matures it is becoming more focused on expanding
engagement with the broader community.
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Case Study 6: Australian National Landscapes Program.
Tourism Australia is developing a new international tourism branding
campaign for Australia focusing on Australia’s best nature based
landscape scale experiences. Fundamental to being part of that program
is being able to demonstrate to Tourism Australia that the region has
full cooperation and support of the community that will present those
experiences. The Australian Alps region is a prime candidate due to its
unique experience offer and established infrastructure. It also has, through
the co-operative management agreement, a unique inter-jurisdictional
arrangement to support such an innovative and sensitive tourism
program. The Australian Alps program has been the backbone of those
community discussions regarding national landscapes and the glue that
holds it together. It has also been a great opportunity for the Australian
Alps program to widen it base and influence, to work more closely with
local Government, the tourism industry, and regional and State tourism
organizations and gain their partnership and support.
Lesson Learned: Inter-jurisdictional arrangements may need to look
inward while establishing to get key agency support but in time grow to seize
opportunities to engage in the wider community be it for tourism, natural
resource management or social and cultural areas. Cross border programs can
be the glue that was missing to connect the parts to achieve great regional and
national connectivity outcomes.
Going the next step
A more recent initiative of the program as it matures is to investigate
leveraging off the strength and positioning of the program to invest small
funding into seeking considerable external funds for substantial strategic
programs.
Case Study 7: Strategic Water Program.
The Australian Alps, while being very small part of Australia, contributes
a relatively large proportion of fresh water to the river systems due to
high rainfall, slope and snow melt. The catchments have been degraded
over decades from domestic stock grazing, fire, weeds and direct human
impact. As the Federal Government develops climate change response
strategies, water conservation will be the key. The Australian Alps
program is investing in a positioning project to attract substantial sums
to invest in catchment restoration which has otherwise struggled for
adequate funding.
Lesson Learned: Inter-jurisdictional management arrangements across
landscapes may, in collaboration with the States, establish and mature to
leverage funds into large national scale strategic projects.
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4/ Synthesize the cross jurisdictional arrangements into normal agency
identity to build trust and overcome concerns of loss of corporate identity of
agencies and inconsistencies in policies and procedures.
The risk with cross jurisdictional arrangements that involve a small part
of multiple organizations is that while they may work across the broader
landscape they do not pick up wide corporate support or understanding
across each agency.
Issues can arise around:
• dedicated recurrent funding support to the program when the squeeze is on
agency resources; and
• concern over cross jurisdictional branding, priorities and management
systems conflicting with agency policy and positioning.
To alleviate these concerns it is important to position the co-operative
management program to ensure:
• The borders between core state jurisdictional responsibility and the
objectives of cooperative management are clear and don’t conflict;
• That consistent inter - jurisdictional policy on issues may not be achievable
and indeed may not be necessary but the co-operative program facilitates a
way to achieve best outcomes across the landscape. The lowest or highest
common denominator factor is sometimes raised as a critic of co-operative
management arrangements, but experience has shown that not to be the
case. Experience is now to avoid being too focused on consistency for its own
sake, rather focus on how co-operative management can, in the shorter term,
reduce issues around inconsistency.
• That co-operative management branding doesn’t conflict or compete with
agency branding and positioning
The individual agency corporate support for the co-operative management
program needs to be strong and to achieve that, the program defendable.
A defendable program is achieved through staff support but also ability to
report on outcomes that meet strategic plan objectives and a clear position
on the relationship between the program and agency corporate priorities and
policies.
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8: Australian Alps Signage Branding Project.
As part of the Australian Alps co-operative management program, the
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Lesson Learned: That branding and positioning of inter - jurisdictional
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levels were understandably concerned with the loss of individual agency
programs compliments but does not compete with jurisdictional agencies.

either through signage or uniform. The agreed outcome was separate signage at strategic
to present both brands complimenting but not conflicting.
Lesson Learned: That branding and positioning of inter - jurisdictional programs com
but does not compete with jurisdictional agencies.

<Namadgi National Park entry signage with Australian Alps logo bottom right>

Namadgi National Park entry signage with Australian Alps logo bottom right
Enhancing Connectivity through Co-operative Management:
Lessons learned from 21 years of Cross Border Programs in the Australian Alps
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Case Study 9: Deer Management Workshop.
Introduced Wild Deer are an emerging problem across the Australian Alps
landscape. The three states have for various reasons different legislation
relating to the management of deer as game or pest species and this
is unlikely to change in the short term due to differing circumstances
and politics. In Victoria, a formal partnership agreement is signed off
between Parks Victoria and the Australian Deer Association. As part of
the Australian Alps best practice workshop series a deer management
workshop was held to network and collaborate on deer management.
Conflicting views emerged about the involvement of stakeholders in the
workshop. Some states were concerned that it was an internal issue and
the involvement of stakeholders would become political to influence policy
while others felt the involvement of stakeholders was critical to the open
and honest partnership approach. The latter view was upheld but caused
some rift amongst staff.
Lesson Learnt: Agencies involved in inter jurisdictional co-operative agreement
must accept policy differences will occur and use the strengths of co-operative
management programs to achieve an outcome that is acceptable. Co-operation
must also look outward to solutions and be prepared to involve the community.

5/ Dedicated program support: Have a strong, defendable and well
positioned funding base:
a little money can go a long way when there is co-operation.
The Australian Alps Memorandum of Understanding provides for each agency
to contribute funds “as appropriate”. To achieve successful outcomes, the
program must have a reasonable level of funding. However with co-operation
and dedication of staff and agencies a little money invested for establishing
formal program co-ordination and management and harness and support to
the working groups, value adds substantially to outcomes.
The agency agreement commits an agreed level of funds each year to
support the program commensurate with the area and resource covered by
the agreement. Currently the two agencies with larger areas, Parks Victoria
and NSW Department of Environment, Conservation and Climate Change
contribute $120,000 each, the ACT Parks, Conservation and Lands $40,000
and the Federal Government normally around $30,000.
To consolidate ongoing funding the program needs to report back to sponsor
agencies on achievement of targets, effective use of funds and community and
staff support.
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Table 3: Australian<Table
Alps Partners
Funding Contribution
3: Australian
Alps Partners Funding Contribution>

Case Study 10: Program Manager.

The key to success over the last 2 decades has been the establishment of a program manager and
targeted support where needed to drive, grow and communicate on the program and in particular
support and co-ordinate the 4 working groups. Of the $310,000 annual program over one third
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the significant annual works program. The organic nature of the program
leads to a very favorable cost-benefit-outcome ratio. To ensure agency
engagement the program manger is drawn from within the agencies on a
three year rotation basis.
Lesson Learned: Investment of funds into dedicated and effective program
co-ordination value adds significantly to outcomes and harnesses the organic
nature of the program. This produces enormous “in kind” benefits and
produces substantial output relative to cash investment . Three year rotation is a
Enhancing Connectivity through Co-operative Management:
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6/ Evolve the program to stay relevant and fresh
Many staff have said they enjoy involvement in the Australian Alps program
as it aims to take leadership on sharing information on strategic issues that
normal agency business at the operational level may not have exposure to. To
continue to achieve this it is important to stay abreast of and communicate on
contemporary issues that affect park management and be fresh on ideas and
directions of the program to continue to engage staff and community and be
relevant to Government and agencies.

Case study 11: Post 2003 Mega Fires: Fire workshops and expert panel.
The 2003 fires were a mega fire event for the Australian Alps burning
out 1.8 million hectares across 3 states, the largest fire in south eastern
Australia for over 60 years. While the States dealt with fire suppression
and recovery in their jurisdictions, the Australian Alps program captured
the role of co-ordinating reporting of results of research and monitoring
on the effects of fire on the wider alps landscape and identifying issues for
the States to address. The outcomes were three differently targeted alps
wide workshops of scientists and mangers on the effect of fire on alps
biodiversity and cultural values and the facilitation of an expert panel to
report on impacts and action required.
Lesson Learned: Be flexible and pro-active in response to contemporary issues
as they arise where leadership is needed on cross border landscape scale issue
arises and provide the mechanism and forum to bring people together

7/ Build on strengths of cross jurisdictional approach
The primary basis for cross jurisdictional co-operative management
programs is the focus on landscape scale management across administrative
borders to improve connectivity outcomes. It is therefore fundamentally
important that there is a clear separation of output based programs that are
delivered by agencies from the true nature of cross border focused outputs.
When evaluating projects for funding and support the Australian Alps program
carefully considers that the outcome has benefits for all States with Alps
landscape scale benefits that can not be achieved through agency programs.
It is not a fund source for the latter.
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Case study 12: Feral Pig Workshop: Pigs know no borders.
Feral Pigs are an established pest in some parts of the Alps and emerging
in others with spread occurring across borders. They are highly destructive
in Alps environments and a serious threat.
While operational feral pig control is clearly an agency responsibility,
there is a wealth of experience across the Alps over decades of feral pig
management and new research to consider.
The role of the Alps co-operative management program is to bring
together staff, contractors and researchers regularly to discuss pig
movement intelligence, recent success, concerns and new information on
methods to improve program efficacy and hopefully significant reduction
or elimination of the species.
Lesson Learned: Co-operative management programs across borders must
avoid being a fund source for agency operational issues and focus on strategic
support across the landscape to facilitate best practice and improved efficacy
that can be achieved through sharing of knowledge and information.

8/ Look outward to build partnerships and expand connectivity opportunities
The earlier stages of the development of the co-operative management
program naturally looked inward to establish interagency liaison and
engagement and develop the program. As the program has matured and
consolidated more focus is being put on looking outward into the community
and developing further partnerships with stakeholders and adjoining land
managers to connect a wider region beyond the traditional protected area
boundaries.
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Case Study 13: Alpine Resorts.
In Victoria, four large alpine resorts occur as “holes in the doughnut” of
the Australian Alps national parks. They have not been included in the cooperative management agreement to date on the basis that they have not
been considered “protected areas” and were seen as a potential weak
point in the agreement, although in New South Wales similar resorts are
included by the fact that are within the Kosciuszko National Park. As stated
earlier, inter jurisdictional inconsistency is not a difficulty if through cooperative management, the same outcomes can be met. The resorts are
integral to managing the alpine area estate and integrated planning for
visitor use and natural and cultural values are vital. All the benefits of the
Australian Alps co-operation equally apply to resorts to manage the big
picture. The alpine resorts in Victoria have now been invited to be included
in the MOU and have gladly accepted.
Lesson Learned: In establishing inter-jurisdictional agreements be focused on
what is achievable early but allow the arrangements to broaden as the program
matures and strengthens to perhaps non traditional partners to gain better
connectivity outcomes.

Case Study 14: Indigenous Cultural: “The First People’s gathering”.
Australian indigenous people have a long and rich history in the Alps, albeit
largely disconnected from European culture and indeed park managers
until more recent times. Settlement of the alpine areas by non indigenous
people resulted in major disruption and decline to the indigenous
population due to disease, massacre and relocation to missions. The
States have been slowly rebuilding relationships with communities and
starting to engage in partnerships and State legislation can mean different
approaches. However, the indigenous community boundaries and interests
cross the landscape are not constrained by State boundaries. The mega
fires of 2003 (see Case Study 11) were a significant step in bolstering
engagement. The Australian Alps program built on this, for the first time
in known history bringing together the Traditional Owners from across the
Alps to the “First People’s gathering” at Mount Hotham. This was a major
historic event with a number of outcomes for furthering the partnership,
including a “treaty”, made possible through the co-operative management
program. Key to this however was that the indigenous groups understand
the Australian Alps agreement is a facilitator and does not replace State
and Federal legislative requirements
Lesson Learned: Cross jurisdictional programs can achieve wide engagement
and partnerships for landscapes not possible by working only in jurisdictional
boundaries. Once established however its important partners understand the
jurisdictional roles of State and other agreements.
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9/ Work to a Strategic Plan and evaluate achievements
The development of a strategic plan agreed by all partners is vital to set
direction, identify outputs, ensure outcomes sought are clear and give
direction to program development and projects. The ‘sign off’ of the plan
builds confidence and support in the partners. The plan is a contract with the
states to secure funding and a reporting mechanism to measure delivery.

Case study 15: Australian Alps Strategic Plan.
Developed on a three year cycle, the strategic plan identifies 6 key result areas:
Integrated Landscape Management
This area targets networking, linkages and sharing information. The cooperative program is a facilitator, providing access to a great body of
knowledge that is used in all kinds of ways, which is of great value to
individuals as well as agencies. Projects include input into agency planning,
policy development and review, visitor advice, and compliance activities across
border. The program has prepared values statements actively promoting the
Australian Alps for National Heritage Listing under the Federal Environment
Protection and Biodiversity and Conservation Act and for the National
Landscapes Program (see case study 6) adding weight to the “One Park”
connectivity concept and a precursor to potential World Heritage. The recent
21 year celebration of the MOU brought together key drivers of the past and
present program and hopefully through younger participants, the future
drivers to discuss future direction (see below the next 21 years).
Natural Heritage Conservation
The significant natural values of the Australian Alps national parks, have been
defined by the program, and are now being widely used as a basis for planning,
research and operational management. The AALC commissioned a study,
Protecting the Natural Treasures of the Australian Alps. It identified more than
1,300 significant natural features in the Australian Alps and nearly 100 threats
to their continued survival.
This area targets achieving best practice and co-ordinated pest plant and
animal, threatened species and rehabilitation programs through networking,
workshops, engaging experts, publications and support to research and
monitoring.
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Cultural Heritage Conservation
The Australian Alps has very high indigenous and historic heritage values from
thousands of years of Aboriginal occupation to more recent mining and grazing
activity, the latters now mostly finished with protected area establishment. This
area targets facilitating involvement of indigenous people in park management,
research into historic cultural heritage, cultural landscape management
guidelines and workshops on cultural themes such as huts management and
recording of history Visitor Recreation and Facilities
The Australian Alps are an attraction for visitors seeking a very wide range of
recreation and leisure activities that occur across the landscape, the Australian
Alps Walking Track being an example (see Case Study 4). While the program
does not provide facilities, the aim is to provide best practice advice on visitor
impacts, visitor planning and facility products and management though
workshops, manuals and networking.
Community Awareness
The aim of this area is for the Australian Alps to be widely perceived and
understood in government and the community as a single biogeographical
unit of national significance and that co-operative management across states
is a worthy outcome. To achieve this customer services needed by visitors
to understand the wider landscape are targeted through the production of a
suite of visitor resources (maps, publications, signs and displays) that promote
enjoyment, appreciation and sustainable use and through media campaigns on
television, print and radio.
Capacity building
The agencies of Australian Alps national parks employ about 200 staff working
more or less directly in the parks. Many others contribute less directly. In
addition, many stakeholders and volunteers contribute to programs. This area
aims to increase the technical and functional capacity of staff and stakeholders
by bringing together staff and experts to share experiences and knowledge
related to programs that occur across the landscape such as the best practice
workshops mentioned above.
Australian Alps Liaison Committee (2004)
Lesson Learned: A strategic plan is vital for functioning co-operative programs,
to be an output focussed contract with partners on agreed key result areas and
for reporting back on achievements.
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10/ Education and science give powerful support and knowledge base.
An area often identified by managers, scientists and educationalists is the
lack of collaboration and integration of these streams into protected area
management. They can be silos to their own cause and often blame each
other for lack of engagement. This is an immensely wasted opportunity
when managing a landscape. Education and science are pillars to good
management and when working together are a powerful support and
knowledge base. Recent examples are the science based case put to
government to remove the last cattle grazing in the Alps, which was
successful.
A strength of the Australian Alps program is as a facilitator of networking
and partnerships. The Australian Alps Liaison Committee, with the support
of the IUCN, has identified the direction for the program to facilitate better
understanding of opportunities for the integration of Science and Management
in the Alps.
Case Study 16 : Science-management workshops and partnership with
IUCN.
The Australian Alps Program now has the annual Science-Management
theme workshop as part of the annual works program. The 2007 workshop
was on Climate Change and implications for management and hosted
jointly with the IUCN. Scientist were carefully briefed to ensure that they
understood the workshop was not about the science methodology or
arguing the science case but presenting the best information on expected
outcomes and targeted at how managers may be able to develop suitable
responses and assist further science enquiry. The workshop ended with
managers having a clear picture of expected climate change effects on
the Alps and importantly the direction management needs to consider to
mitigate and adapt.
Lesson Learned: Science and education are fundamental to good management
and positioning and must be engaged in co-operative programs. A benefit of cooperative management programs can be facilitating science and education to
also work cross jurisdictions where landscape scale issues are being considered.
The program is also strengthened with assistance of well respected partners in
science and management such as the IUCN.
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11/ Communication is All: Build awareness both internally and externally:
The fundamental key to success or failure of cross jurisdictional co-operative
programs is communication, both internal and external. The support base
from government, staff and community will not grow without communication
excellence by a variety of means, reporting on outcomes, successes and
values to individuals and communities of these programs. Perceived values
will vary with the diversity of stakeholders, so communication must be
targeted in a variety of means to suit the need. Evaluation of success from
time to time is also needed.
Case Study 17: Communication within Government, agencies and key
stakeholders: Annual Reports and Regular Newsletters.
The annual report informs of achievement against the strategic plan and
presents the case that funds are well targeted and outcomes achieved.
The audience is largely government and agencies.
In addition, well presented newsletters give regular updates of
achievements, upcoming events and general networking news. The
audience is staff and closer stakeholders that have more intimate interests
in the Alps.
Lesson Learned: To achieve support and commitment from government,
agency, staff or stakeholders it is vital to communicate achievements, news,
program successes and general network information in a variety of means at
the right level, time and medium.
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Case Study 18: Communication with wider non aligned community: Map,
website and community announcements:
The three pillars of community communication have been an effective
website, a good map and community announcements supported by a range
of other collateral. The map is aimed at car based touring visitors and
presents the whole area under co-operative management. The map also
provides additional information on facilities, walks, drive and natural and
cultural values with links for further information. It is a key communication
tool. The Australian Alps website is very well visited and targets visitors,
students, staff and general information. It contains all relevant visitor
information and the range of publications and reports that the program
has produced along with current information updates as needed and links
to agencies for further information.
The community announcements are high quality video images linked with
short very simple messages designed for television that merely raise or
re-enforce awareness of the Australian Alps as a bioregion.
Lesson Learned: External communication is achieved through tools that the
public find useful and will use such as maps and websites. For simple first step
awareness or re-enforcement quick television grabs using free community
services offered by media are very effective.

The Next 21 Years
The Thredbo Meeting and Declaration
Past, present and future staff and stakeholders involved in the Australian
Alps Co-operative management program gathered at Thredbo, NSW in June
2007 to celebrate 21 years of the program and take part in a futures planning
exercise to support the development of the next strategic plan. A declaration
was made to present to Government recognizing the successes of the
program and reenforcing its ongoing need for high level government support
and refocusing where needed, such as enhancing indigenous community
involvement (Thredbo 2007).
A selection of views from the meeting on the future directions of the program
(the Australian Alps Liaison Committee will consider for advice to Heads of
Agencies) are:
1. Maintain strong recurrent funding and seek outside funding support for larger
more strategic programs;
2. Seize opportunities to widen the program to go outside existing protected areas to
enhance connectivity values and be more outward focused and encompassing of
others;
3. Take leadership with major issues such as climate change, water and fire;
4. Improve collaboration with indigenous communities;
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5. Ensure the program maintains relevance to new generations of staff and
community;
6. Recognise the aging factor of current generation of leaders involved in the first 21
years;
7. As the program matures, many previous and existing Australian Alps leaders have
or will retire soon. Develop a program that actively allows for them to continue to
engage in voluntary program support if they wish as they move out of the system;
and
8. Ensure the program is robust to survive in a range of political circumstances.

Summary and Conclusion
The Australian Alps co-operative management program has now been in
existence for 21 years. It is still a robust program with firm support and a
sound future. It is a fine example of making cross jurisdictional protected area
management work though co-operation and dedication.
Over the last 21 years the 11 key lessons learned that have contributed to the
success of the program as it has matured are in summary:
1. Making a start: Establish a Champions Group. A prominent and politically savvy
group representing agencies that can influence and convince government.
2. Have a solid program structure: Top Down – Bottom Up: Getting the right balance
of high level support and ground level engagement.
3. The program must have a sense of belonging: Building a sense of pride, ownership
and empowerment with staff and the community is the key to success.
4. Build trust within governments and agencies to ensure that cross jurisdictional
arrangements don’t impinge on individual agency policy, identity and responsibility.
Inconsistencies in policies and procedures may not be so much an issue if they can
be managed through co-operation.
5. Dedicated program support is vital and needs to have a strong, defendable and well
positioned funding base to achieve that, but a little money can go a long way when
there is co-operation.
6. Evolve the program to stay relevant and fresh to continue to engage and interest
staff, stakeholders and the community and be attractive to government and
agencies.
7. Build on strengths of cross jurisdictional approach and do not become distracted
by individual agency business. Ensure programs are strategically targeted at
benefits to most if not all partners in the landscape.
8. Look outward to build partnerships to expand connectivity opportunities. While
the focus might initially be on protected areas and staff, there are many partners
that might contribute to expanding the benefits and gain more relevance in the
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community. However, don’t loose its organic nature which is a key strength: that is
the fundamental support, engagement and work of the staff and stakeholders.
9. Work to a Strategic Plan and evaluate achievements. This is the contract with
partners on what is expected to be delivered, will build confidence in the program
direction and the key tool for reporting back on achievements.
10. Co-operative management can be the facilitator for integrating education,
science and management to give a powerful support and knowledge base to
decision making.
11. Communication is all: Build awareness and report effectively both internally and
externally by a variety of mediums to target a diverse market.

The future challenges and directions of the program are likely to be:
• Consolidate and expand funding;
• Develop a more outward focus;
• Take leadership with major issues such as climate change, water and fire.
• Improve collaboration with indigenous communities;
• Ensure the program maintains relevance to new generations;
• Engage retired leaders; and
• Ensure the program is robust to survive in a range of political
circumstances.
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<Mt St Gwinear, Baw Baw National Park
(credit Mark Antos)>

<Mt Feathertop, Alpine National Park
(credit Parks Victoria)>

<Sambar stag in a mud wallow, Alpine National park
(credit Dan Brown)>

<Frost hollow, Alpine National Park
(credit Mark Antos)>

<Bluff Hut, Howqua Hills, Alpine National Park
(credit Nigel Watts)>
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<Bogong Plateau from from Mt Jaithmathang,
Alpine National Park (credit Nigel Watts)>

<Volunteers carrying out restoration of Wallaces Hut,
Alpine National Park (credit Parks Victoria)>

<Measuring mossbed recovery, Bogong High Plains,
Alpine National Park (credit Parks Victoria)>

<Walkers crossing Wonangatta Valley, Alpine National Park
(credit Parks Victoria)>
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Metsähallitus
Parks and Wildlife Finland
Parks &Wildlife Finland (former Natural Heritage Services), a major
unit within Finnish state enterprise Metsähallitus, is responsible for the
management of protected areas on state-owned lands and waters: their
species, habitats and cultural heritage as well as recreational services.
The protected areas and other sites and species are often managed
with the help of volunteers.
The protected area network managed by Parks &Wildlife Finland
includes 39 national parks, 19 strict nature reserves and well over 600
statutory protected areas as well as 12 wilderness areas in Finnish
Lapland and about 3000 other protected areas on a total area of 4.2
million hectares.
P&WF also manages 350 protected buildings or structures and 2 000
ancient sites situated in state-owned areas.
Facilities for outdoor activities including hunting and fishing are also
provided by P&WF together with law enforcement.
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Cooperative management of semi-natural
grassland habitats in protected areas in
Finland – hands-on citizen participation

Dr. Kati Salovaara, Project Manager
Species-rich LIFE project
Metsähallitus Parks&Wildlife Finland
Keskustie 35
35300 Orivesi
kati.salovaara@metsa.fi
tel. +358 40 7531137

Introduction
In Finland the responsibility of managing protected areas is assigned to
Parks & Wildlife Finland (P&WF), which is a unit of state-owned enterprise
Metsähallitus. Metsähallitus manages all state-owned land and water areas.
Parks & Wildlife Finland is in charge of public administration services, e.g.
management of national parks and other protected areas and protection
and management of species, habitats and cultural heritage in state-owned
protected areas. The activities of P&WF are largely financed from the national
government budget and the Ministry of Environment steers and supervises
the work carried out in protected areas.
Government spending cuts represent a challenge to Parks & Wildlife
Finland, and cost-effectiveness of protected area management is becoming
increasingly important. At the same time more and more people are
interested in well-maintained protected areas and the number of visits to
national parks is rising, in 2015 by 15%. Visitors seek recreation, wide range of
physical activities and social well-being in natural settings, and studies have
shown that spending time in nature can reduce stress and provide physical
and mental health benefits. For P&WF there is an increasing pressure to
provide more services with fewer resources.
Another challenge of P&WF is to maintain and improve the conservation
status of the endangered species and habitats found in the protected areas.
For some habitat types strict protection is enough, and the conservation value
of the sites can be maintained solely by natural processes. However, many of
the most endangered habitats require restoration measures or continuous
management activities in order to maintain their valuable features and
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species composition. Restoration and management actions are often costly
to carry out and there is an increasing need to communicate about their
importance to decision makers and to the general public.
Above mentioned challenges have been tackled by the Species-rich LIFE
project, P&WF’s restoration project funded by the European Union LIFE+
programme (3,65 million £) in 2011-2016. The project is interesting as a case
study of cooperative management, because it benefits in many ways from
active engagement and hands-on participation of citizens and local farmers,
who enable high-quality management of the targeted semi-natural grassland
habitats. Most of the forms of collaboration presented here are not unique
to the LIFE project, but rather have been developed over time based on good
experiences in P&WF. However, the LIFE project highlights the importance of
these cooperative management practices for the continuity of semi-natural
grassland restoration and management in protected areas in Finland.
The LIFE programme is European Union’s financial instrument that provides
funding for various types of environmental, nature conservation and climate
action projects throughout the EU, e.g. protection of habitats and species of
special importance to the EU inside the network of Natura 2000 sites. The
Species-rich LIFE project focuses on improving the conservation status of 19
EU Habitat Directive habitats whose overall conservation status in Finland
has been assessed as bad or inadequate. The target habitats are among the
most species-rich habitats in Finland and they have great importance for
conservation of endangered species. Overall the project includes 64 Natura
2000 sites in Finland and habitat restoration actions cover ca 1 000 ha.
Project actions increase the quantity and improve the quality of semi-natural
grassland habitats, thus making the targeted areas more suitable for the
many declining and endangered species.
LIFE funding is only available for non-recurring activities necessary for
initiating habitat recovery, and since the semi-natural grassland habitats
require permanent management, sustainability of the actions requires
complementary funding after the project ends. In this paper the importance
of local farmers and volunteers as participants in the project are discussed,
as well as the crucial role they play in securing the continuity and long-term
sustainability of the project actions.
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Restoration and management of
semi-natural grasslands
Background
Finnish semi-natural grassland habitats were originally created and modified
by traditional agricultural activities, but the intensification of agriculture has
gradually resulted in almost complete abandonment of traditional, nonintensive agricultural management techniques such as grazing, slash-andburn cultivation and hay-making in inland and coastal meadows. Traditional
semi-natural habitats have also been taken to other uses, e.g. forestry and
housing construction.
In Finland these changes in land-use practices have led to loss of 99% of
the ecologically valuable traditional agricultural biotopes during the past ca
100 years. In abandoned areas the vegetation characteristics change over
time, resulting in gradual conversion of open or semi-open grasslands to
forested habitats. In wooded meadows succession results in loss of features
maintained by traditional management, e.g. semi-openness, dominance of
deciduous trees and uneven-aged tree stand structure, which has a strong
negative impact on the species that require semi-open habitat. Even in areas
where grazing continues, modern grazing techniques (e.g. stock feeding) and
nutrient deposition often cause eutrophication of the sites, thus changing the
plant community structure and drastically decreasing biological diversity.
In the threat evaluation of the habitat types in Finland the different seminatural grasslands, meadows and pastures were found to be the most
critically threatened types. Moreover, 36% of the threatened species in
Finland inhabit traditional farmland habitats. The deteriorating trend started
already in the beginning of the 20th century and has accelerated since the
1950’s. Similar trend is evident in all EU member states. In 2009 it was
estimated that there were 30 000 ha of managed semi-natural biotopes left,
and Finland has set the national target to 60 000 ha by year 2020. The present
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coverage of semi-natural grasslands is far from sufficient to guarantee
adequate conservation status, and consequently active habitat restoration and
management are urgently required.

Restoration and management techniques
The Species-rich LIFE project targets over 400 ha of semi-natural grassland
habitats in 31 project sites. The average size of restored sites is ca 12 ha.
Restoration methods depend on the habitat types and site characteristics
and aim at restoring the structural features (especially openness and low
vegetation structure) necessary for the maintenance of the typical species
composition. In most of the targeted sites traditional agriculture had come
to an end already decades ago and often intensive restoration actions are
essential for the recovery of semi-natural grasslands. The objective of
these actions is to initiate the restoration process and to create conditions
for subsequent continuous, less intensive management by grazing or
mowing. These laborious and costly initial management efforts are often the
bottleneck in restoration of semi-natural grassland habitats. In most cases
the restoration actions resemble the traditional agricultural management
methods that originally created the habitats, but cost-effectiveness is the
main criteria used for selecting the restoration methods.
Removal or thinning of trees and bushes to open up space for lightdemanding grassland species is often the first phase of restoration. Openness
of semi-natural grasslands increases and the original structure of wooded
pastures with the mosaic of open patches and tree stands is regenerated,
including old and decaying ones. Logging using heavy machinery is the
preferred method if large quantities of voluminous trees need to be removed,
and in most cases the harvested timber is sold. Timber sales create income
for the project and the profit can be used to cover part of the restoration
costs. However, smaller trees and bushes are removed by lumberjacks and
the logging residues and small felled trees need to be piled and burned or
removed from the area, which requires plenty of manual work.
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Mowing of grasses and other low vegetation is done in severely overgrown
grasslands to accelerate habitat recovery. Mowing prior to grazing expedites
the development of the site towards original species-rich habitat, but it is also
used as the main continuous management method in the smallest sites (< 1
ha). Removal of biomass and nutrients is integral for semi-natural grassland
sites, because disturbance and low nutrient levels allow competitive
advantage for the rare species. Most economical method is to use light
harvester, but often in rough terrain the only practical method is to use brush
cutters and to collect the plant material manually.
Fencing of the restored area is required if the site is subsequently managed
by grazing, which is the most cost-effective method to secure the longterm sustainability of semi-natural grassland restoration. Fencing enables
recurring management by grazing, but construction of fences requires large
investments in materials and work. Grazing animals are provided by farmers
who are not always willing to invest the necessary time for fence construction,
even if funding would be available. Remote location of the pastures in
protected areas often also complicates the work. LIFE funding has been
necessary additional resource for fencing some of the most valuable and
challenging sites.
Continuous management by grazing or mowing is required to maintain the
results of habitat restoration achieved by the restoration methods described
previously. Grazing is the preferred method for continuous management,
because extensive areas can not be managed by mowing due to prohibitively
high amount of manual labor it requires.
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Cooperative management
In the Species-rich LIFE project the restoration actions have been financed
by combination of LIFE+ programme, P&WF budget funding and timber sales
income. The LIFE+ project actions include implementation of laborious and
expensive initial restoration activities required before grazing is possible, e.g.
clearing and fencing of abandoned semi-natural grasslands. LIFE+ funding
has made it possible to restore some of the most valuable and species-rich
semi-natural grassland sites whose restoration would not have been possible
within the budgetary frame of P&WF.
However, LIFE funding alone is not sufficient for securing management and
conservation of the targeted semi-natural grassland habitats. Restoration and
management activities are so laborious that they simply could not be carried
out at large scale without involvement of local entrepreneurs and volunteers.
Collaboration with farmers as well as with volunteers participating at different
phases of the restoration and management activities is crucial for largescale management of semi-natural grassland areas in Finland. Following is a
description of the collaboration done with these parties, and how it has been
possible to reach a win-win situation that provides for effective management
semi-natural grassland habitats in protected areas in Finland.

Collaboration with farmers
Once the initial restoration actions are completed, they need to be followed
by continuous management in order to be effective. However, the LIFE+
funds can not be used for recurring management actions, and in any case the
most cost-effective continuous management method, grazing, is something
P&WF can do only in collaboration with farmers who can provide the grazing
animals. P&WF has several years of experience in organizing grazing of
restored semi-natural grasslands by leasing the land to local livestock
producers. The farmers lease the pastures for c. 5 year period at a time
and they are responsible for caring for the animals. Grazing is carried out
according to the lease contract and the restoration plan, which detail the
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objectives and grazing scheme necessary for maintaining the conservation
value of the sites.
For farmers there is long-term funding available from European Union
Agri-environment measures for grazing of semi-natural grasslands. P&WF
restoration experts often provide technical support for the farmers applying
for such funding. In many cases LIFE project funding has been necessary for
the expensive initial restoration measures in remote protected areas. The EU
Agri-environment funding alone would not be sufficient for covering these
expenses, but it will secure the long-term management of the sites.
This collaboration offers many benefits to the farmers. The EU Agrienvironment funding can potentially make management of protected areas
a profitable business. Farmers gain access to high quality natural pastures,
which promotes animal health and welfare - the products can be marketed
as clean, environmentally friendly and ethically produced. Collaboration
is equally profitable for the P&WF. At the moment P&WF is managing
approximately 4000 ha of semi-natural grasslands in protected areas in
Finland, and ca 3000 ha are managed by grazing in collaboration with farmers.
Currently there is no other economically feasible large-scale management
method available for these habitats, thus the collaboration with farmers is
imperative for management of semi-natural grasslands.
Volunteering
Environmental education to promote greater awareness and understanding of
the target habitats, conservation issues and Natura 2000 sites are an integral
part of the Species-rich LIFE project. One influential way to bring this about
is to get people involved in the project actions as volunteers. Volunteer events
offer people a concrete way to share their skills and knowledge for the benefit
of protected areas, but just as important is the empowerment and social wellbeing brought by sharing the work and experiencing nature with a group of
people of different ages and from diverse backgrounds.
Volunteering opportunities are often offered as volunteer day events in
collaboration with local or regional NGOs interested in nature conservation
and outdoor activities. P&WF also organizes longer, 3-7 day long restoration
camps for volunteers in collaboration with WWF Finland. In the Species92

rich LIFE project ca 300 persons have worked in 14 volunteer camps,
totaling over 6 years of labor. In addition to this, numerous volunteer days in
different project sites have involved hundreds of people, making a significant
contribution to the restoration of the sites. Volunteers are an invaluable
resource for restoration work, especially in cases where manual labor is
the only method to carry out the restoration work. For the LIFE project the
volunteer camps have been especially valuable in the most remote sites,
e.g. in the archipelago of the Baltic Sea, where restoration work would be
practically impossible or extremely difficult to organize by any other means.
Senior Ranger events
One of the innovative new initiatives of Species-rich LIFE has been to organize
events for senior citizens to involve them in management of Natura 2000 sites.
These partnership events provide participants with opportunities to become
familiar with the sites and to gain hands-on experience in the restoration and
management of the natural and cultural heritage. Senior Ranger days have
been organized in six project sites, mainly in cultural heritage farms. The
cultural heritage farms are old farmsteads maintained by P&WF in national
parks for educational and recreational purposes and to preserve old varieties
of cultivated plants and domestic animals. The farms demonstrate the
traditional way of rural living, including the cultivation methods used before
the mechanization of agriculture in Finland.
Since the Senior Ranger concept was new in the beginning of the LIFE
project, it required some detective work to find the right organizations to
contact and to collaborate with. Local pensioner societies and activity centers
were the most successful contact points for recruiting the participants.
P&WF has organized transportation to the sites and offered lunch and
refreshments to the participants. As part of the day’s programme the Senior
Rangers have been provided with information about the conservation of
natural and cultural heritage of the sites, and they also actively participate
in the management activities, e.g. restoration of semi-natural grasslands
using traditional cultivation methods. These events also give the local senior
citizens an opportunity to pass on their knowledge about the site, its history
and traditional rural life to other visitors. Depending on the group of seniors,
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the programme includes working at the farm or in semi-natural grassland
restoration sites, but there is always also plenty of time for socializing.
The main objective of Senior Ranger events is to involve the general public
more actively in management of national parks. By providing local senior
citizens with opportunities to participate in the work made at cultural heritage
sites the national parks can fulfill their educational role whilst enhancing
understanding of their aims and appreciation of the natural and cultural
resources they conserve. This will help the local people understand the
importance of protected areas and make them proud of their native area.
We believe these positive experiences will also be passed on to younger
generations.
The Species-rich LIFE project has organized 16 Senior Ranger events with
ca 450 participants. The experiences have been very positive for both the
organizer and the participants, and also the media have been very interested
in the events. One of the specific objectives of the LIFE project is to increase
environmental awareness of the target habitats through environmental
education and media coverage, and Senior Ranger events have successfully
contributed to these objectives. After the first experiences it proved to be
logistically too challenging to organize this type of events in some of the most
remote project sites, but in some of the project sites Senior Ranger events
will be continued after the LIFE project. In some of the sites the objective
is to combine future Senior Ranger events with concurrent visits of school
children, which would allow direct interaction between generations.
Shepherds
Outside the LIFE project there is another interesting new initiative that
supports the management of some of the most problematic semi-natural
grassland sites. The Shepherds concept was first invented in Koli National
Park in Eastern Finland, and from there the idea is spreading to other
protected areas in Finland. In Koli NP there were several small semi-natural
grasslands sites, whose remoteness made the ideal management method,
grazing by sheep, very difficult to implement in practice. One practicality of
grazing is that the well-being of the animals needs to be monitored daily. Also
the risk of predators attacking the sheep is quite high in the back country of
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national parks if there are no people around.
In Koli NP this problem was solved by offering weekly rental contracts for
old traditional farmhouses located next to a semi-natural grassland area. A
peculiarity of the rental contracts is that the tenants are required to shepherd
the sheep that are grazing in a pasture near the residence. In practice the
tenants only need to take care that there is drinking water for the animals
and to do a daily check that all sheep look healthy and happy, but even so the
work they do as wardens of the natural and cultural heritage of the farm is
invaluable.
This new volunteering concept has been a success. For summer 2016 P&WF
was offering a total of 113 weekly Shepherd rental agreements in 9 national
parks and other protected areas around Finland, and there were over 3600
applicants. The selection process is made by lottery. The rent is ca 400£/week,
which is quite typical price for a rustic cottage. However, the biggest attraction
for the visitors is probably the sheep, and especially the children enjoy
spending time with the animals. In addition to being able to be a farmer for a
week, the Shepherds appreciate the unique opportunity to spend a week living
and working in a national park. In Finland there are generally no residents in
national parks or other protected areas and for many Shepherds the week is
a real retreat to the wilderness. They also have the opportunity to enjoy hiking
and other activities in the surrounding picturesque landscapes because the
work load at the farm is quite minimal. There is apparently much demand for
this type of ecotourism, and the concept is spreading outside protected areas
by sheep farmers who offer services for tourists.
For P&WF the Shepherds have made high-quality habitat management
plausible in semi-natural grassland sites that otherwise could not be
managed by grazing. Most of the old farmsteads are also important cultural
heritage sites, and this way they can be taken to active use. The rental income
has covered majority of the maintenance and coordination costs.
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Discussion
Probably the most important factor making cooperative management of
semi-natural grasslands successful is that all actors gain concrete benefits
from the cooperation. Management of semi-natural grasslands is labor
intensive work that P&WF could not realistically carry out at large scale
without partners. Consequently cooperative management is often the only
feasible option for maintaining the valuable semi-natural grassland habitats,
because the expenses of continuous management would be prohibitive
high without the additional resources provided by volunteers and farmers.
Moreover, collaborative management makes it possible that the quality of
habitat management is higher than would otherwise be possible, especially
considering that the P&WF budgetary funding is gradually decreasing.
These partnerships also bring positive publicity and media coverage for
habitat restoration and protected areas. For example the objectives and
values of European Union Natura 2000 sites are still unclear to many citizens.
The volunteers form a network of informed citizens with positive experiences
and sense of stewardship of protected areas and they spread the message
about the natural values and the importance of these sites.
Volunteering gives people positive and meaningful experiences and deepens
their relationship with nature. It brings together generations and people
from all walks of life to share experiences and gives them a concrete way to
demonstrate their commitment to protecting nature. By actively engaging
in restoration activities the volunteers gain health benefits from exercising
and spending time outdoors with a social group. Similarly social well-being
and sense of community is created for the Senior Rangers. For farmers the
participation in management of semi-natural grasslands secures additional
funding and access to high-quality pasture land. There are already some
sheep farmers in Finland that have specialized in management of seminatural grasslands.
Engagement of volunteers and farmers does not change the fact that
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management of semi-natural grasslands still requires lot of resources from
P&WF. For example the planning of restoration and management activities
is mainly done by P&WF professionals, who are also needed for giving
guidance and monitoring during the management activities. Organizing
volunteer days and camps take lot of preparation and constant steering. For
this reason it is important to select carefully the sites where volunteers are
called into play in order to make the most of their participation and to ensure
that the experience is rewarding to all parties involved. In P&WF one person
is in charge of coordinating and developing the volunteering opportunities
nationally, and regional staff is in charge of organizing the actual volunteer
events, in many cases in collaboration with local NGOs.
In the Species-rich LIFE project the cooperative management has
strengthened the effectiveness of restoration actions and has provided
for long-term sustainability of the results. It has enabled us to integrate
funding and resources from different sources in an efficient way. Funding
from EU LIFE projects and Agri-environment measures make an important
contribution to conservation of semi-natural grasslands, but on the other
hand the dependence on external EU funding is risky in the sense that
changes in funding policies could have drastic impact on the future of habitat
management. At the moment the importance of these funding mechanisms
is increasing, but also continuous strengthening and diversification of
partnerships and cooperative management will be important for guaranteeing
the continuity of protection and management of species-rich semi-natural
grassland habitats.
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<Before_restoration_Dåvits is one of the Species-rich LIFE project sites, where
valuable wooded pasture habitat had been without management for decades and
was badly overgrown by young trees and bushes. Photo by Päivi Leikas.>

<After_restoration_Restoration of Dåvits site included removal of timber and
undergrowth, burning of branches and smaller trees and fencing of the area to
introduce cattle and sheep grazing. The result is semi-open woodland landscape that
will be maintained open by the grazing animals. Photo by Päivi Leikas.>
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<VolunteerDay_by_Volunteers working in Dåvits
piling and burning the logging residue. Photo by
Päivi Leikas.>

<VolunteerCamp_Volunteers restoring heath
habitat in Saaristomeri National park in the
archipelago of the Baltic Sea. Volunteer camps
are organized in semi-natural grassland sites
that require lot of manual labor or are so
remote that it would be difficult to organize the
restoration work by any other means. Photo by
Maija Mussaari.>

<Senior Ranger_LiesjärviNationalPark_Senior
Rangers harvesting rye in Liesjärvi National
Park using traditional techniques. Photo by
Tuomas Uola.>

<Senior Ranger_OulankaNationalPark_
Socializing is an important part of the Senior
Ranger events. Participants of a Senior Ranger
event in Oulanka national park are dancing and
singing on the river bank after working hard on
restoration of flood meadow habitat. Photo by
Tiina Laitinen.>

<Shepherds_farm_In the most remote areas of
national parks sheep grazing is made possible
by Shepherds, who spend a week living on a
small farm caring for the sheep and enjoying the
magnificent nature. Photo by Mirja Nylander.>
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Department of Conservation, New Zealand
The Department of Conservation (DOC)
is the central government agency
responsible for the protection of
New Zealand’s natural, historic and
cultural heritage of New Zealand. DOC
also provides recreation and other
opportunities for New Zealanders and
visitors to enjoy and benefit from this
heritage. DOC manages 8.6 million
hectares of publicly owned lands
and waters – around one third of
New Zealand’s total land area. These public conservation areas are legally
protected for their biodiversity, historic, cultural and recreation values. DOC
also has management responsibilities that go beyond the boundaries of
public conservation lands and waters. Its role includes the protection of New
Zealand’s endangered plants, birds, marine mammals and other species,
wherever they occur.
The conservation mission in New Zealand is far bigger than DOC can achieve
by working on its own. DOC has adopted a partnerships strategy to help it
achieve greater results for conservation. It works collaboratively with other
government agencies, landowners, business, philanthropists and community
groups to advance shared goals for conservation. This has led to a number of
co-management and co-operative working arrangements for the management
of conservation work on New Zealand’s public conservation lands. The
Department of Conservation also works with Maori tribal authorities (Iwi)
in a special partnership relationship determined by the Treaty of Waitangi,
signed between Maori, the original settlers of New Zealand, and the Crown in
1840, soon after Europeans arrived to settle in New Zealand. Two examples
of partnership arrangements between DOC and other parties to manage
conservation on public protected land are provided below. There is also is a
summary of key success factors for collaborative partnerships, documented by
the New Zealand Auditor General following a study of DOC’s partnerships for
biodiversity, carried out in 2012.
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Co-operative management of Motutapu,
a public recreation reserve in the Hauraki
Gulf, Auckland, New Zealand

Dr. Kay Booth
Deputy Director General
Department of Conservation
New Zealand

Motutapu, with Rangitoto Island in the background
Motutapu is an island in the Hauraki Gulf near Auckland, New Zealand’s
largest city. The island is a publicly-owned recreation reserve administered by
the Department of Conservation (DOC).
Motutapu is a popular destination for day visitors and city-dwellers who travel
via ferry from central Auckland to tramp, camp, enjoy and learn about the
island’s history, culture, and nature.
Motutapu sits on ancient greywacke rock more than 160 million years old
and sedimentary strata some 20 million years old. A neighbouring island,
Rangitoto, erupted from the sea some 600 years ago and buried Motutapu
under a metre of volcanic ash. Maori were living on Motutapu at the time and
witnessed the eruption at close hand. Maori footprints and dog tracks left in
the wet ash are preserved and can be seen today. Motutapu was intensively
settled and cultivated by Maori and is rich in Maori culture and heritage, with
more than 300 significant archaeological sites.
In its more recent history, after Europeans arrived in New Zealand, Motutapu
was privately owned and farmed by European settlers. During the Victorian
era, the island’s landowners hosted picnic parties of over 10,000 Aucklanders.
The island was purchased by the Crown for defence purposes during World
War II, and was a base for more than 1000 military personnel, with army
barracks, gun emplacements and tunnels remaining from this time.
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When DOC took over the management of Motutapu, it was suffering from poor
farm husbandry, and endemic pohutukawa trees on neighbouring Rangitoto
were being devastated by introduced pest animals such as Australian
possums and wallabies. DOC carried out a major initiative to remove all
possums and wallabies from Rangitoto and Motutapu in the early 1990's. In
1994 it established a conservation vision for the islands, aiming to restore
their natural, cultural and historic values .
The overarching objective of the Motutapu restoration progrmme was to
restore a sense of ’belonging’ to Motutapu for the people of Auckland. It was
understood that Motutapu could only be protected if people knew, loved and
used the island, and participated in its rehabilitation. The vision was for this to
be an inter-generational programme with a focus on involving young people.

DOC’s partner – the Motutapu Restoration Trust
Soon after establishing the vision for Motutapu, DOC worked with community
stakeholders to establish a new community trust, the Motutapu Restoration
Trust (MRT), to assist the protection and restoration of the island.
The Trust is an independent charitable organisation governed by 15 trustees
drawn from the wider community. It has a number of high profile sponsors,
and well as thousands of volunteers and organisations that support its work.
It works closely with an allied community group, the Friends of Motutapu,
which has a broad membership base. The Trust seeks sponsorship, donations
and grants from external sources, carries out fundraising and Trust-run
events, and receives subscriptions from members of the Friends of Motutapu.
The partnership arrangement
The roles and responsibilities of DOC and the Motutapu Restoration Trust are
detailed in a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) agreement between the
parties. In this MOU, the Department agrees :
● To consult with the Trust on all significant issues affecting the
management and operation of Motutapu Island including: the
translocation of native species from the mainland to the island; changes
in relevant Department personnel; buildings and infrastructure; and
concession applications.
● To promote the work of the Trust and encourage people to voluntarily
Lessons Learned from Cooperative Management of Protected Areas
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participate in its work though the Department’s communications
channels.
● To exchange draft Work Programmes with the Trust once a year to
determine all work done on the island carried out by both organisations,
in accordance with its Conservation Management Strategy.
The Motutapu Restoration Trust agrees:
● To consult and co-operate with the Department when determining how
best to provide financial, material, and physical support for the work of
the Department on Motutapu Island. The Trust acknowledges that the
Department has ultimate responsibility for Motutapu Island under the
Conservation Act of 1987.
● To gain approval from the Department before spending money that may
significantly affect the management and function of the Department on
Motutapu Island.
● To implement the Trust’s Ecological Restoration Plan and to regularly
review it.
● To assist and contribute to historic, cultural, and tourism activity on
Motutapu Island.
Additionally, both the Department and the Trust agree to
● communicate effectively and meet at least three times a year
● adhere to the Department’s Health and Safety policy and standards
● share resources and intellectual property
● resolve disputes by discussion and negotiation
The overall management of the island as a public reserve is guided by a
Conservation Management Plan. This is a statutory document that is that is
prepared in consultation with stakeholders and approved by Iwi Maori and
the Auckland Conservation Board, which represents community interests.
The Motutapu Restoration Trust follows a comprehensive working plan for
restoration and interpretation of the Island's natural, cultural and historic
values. The plan was prepared by DOC in consultation with the Ngai Tai ki
Tamaki Trust, the Motutapu Restoration Trust and interested groups. The
working plan is consistent with the site’s Conservation Management Strategy.

Achievements
Since the Trust was formed in 1994, dozens of sponsors and trusts, thousands
of volunteers and hundreds of Friends have helped achieve a long list of
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projects and complete a huge amount of conservation work to restore the
island's habitats and native wildlife for future generations.
The most obvious part of the project in its early stages was the reafforestation
of parts of the island. The World Wide Fund for Nature New Zealand
sponsored the establishment of a nursery on Motutapu in 1992 to provide the
trees for the forest planting. The Trust manages the nursery, growing over
60 species and producing around 13,000 plants per year. The seeds are ecosourced from the remaining native forest and nearby islands. Thousands of
volunteers have collected seeds, propagated them in the nursery, planted
over 500,000 native trees and protected the "volunteer forests"" by removing
invasive exotic plants. As a result, 95 hectares of planted native forest have
been gained over 18 years with some native plants now over seven metres
tall. The Trust holds an annual volunteer “weed camp”, and volunteer groups
weed regularly.
The Trust has also participated in and supported bird and reptile surveys,
and helped translocate endangered and threatened native bird species,
returning them to Motutapu. In 2012, Coromandel brown kiwi, takahe, tieke,
whiteheads, and shore plover were released in the volunteer-planted native
forest of Home Bay on Motutapu. Other native bird species already on the
island have thrived following pest eradication, along with native lizards.
Kakariki parakeets and bellbirds have arrived unassisted from the nearby
mainland.
As well as restoring the island’s biodiversity, the Trust works to protect
archaeological sites, and restores and interprets some of the many historic
military and early farm settlement sites. The Restoration Trust has restored
and provided interpretation for old gun emplacements, produced and made
available a video on “the guns of Motutapu,” and assisted with the restoration
and protection of military tunnels.
The Trust also instigated 'THE DUAL Motutapu-Rangitoto Traverse' - an
annual multisport fundraising event – involving a 50 km mountain bike ride, a
marathon and half marathon, and organised the opening of 'Walk Motutapu'
a network of walking tracks on the island.
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<The New Zealand native crayfish, koura, has been reintroduced to Motutapu>

<In May 2016, 40 pateke duck were released on Motutapu.>
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A good example of the effects of the collaboratively managed work between
the Department and the Trust is the Home Loop Valley. It had been farmed
for about 150 years when the Motutapu Restoration Trust started its work. In
1993 there were a few scattered remnants of the natural forest, made up of
more exotic trees than natives. Today the valley has a young mixed forest, with
emergent canopy species thriving in the undergrowth. Native bird life in the
forest includes tieke/saddleback, papokotea/whitehead, kiwi, and takahe.

<DOC, Motutapu Restoration Trust supporters,
and business partner Mitre 10, release takahe on Motutapu>

An outdoor education camp operates at Motutapu, based in former army
barracks. Hundreds of school children stay on the island each year and
participate in outdoor pursuits and conservation education programmes.
Economic benefits
The initial partnership between DOC and the Motutapu Restoration Trust
has led to other partnership relationships, some of which bring economic
benefits to the wider region as well as generate funds for the conservation
work. One example is the development of a four-day walk on Rangitoto and
Motutapu. DOC worked in partnership with Ngai Tai, the Motutapu Restoration
Trust, the Auckland regional tourism and economic development agency,
island stakeholders, and transport providers to create a new kind of visitor
Lessons Learned from Cooperative Management of Protected Areas
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experience. The regional tourism agency, was focused on increasing tourist
nights in the city, and on the Hauraki Gulf as a major attraction. DOC and
the Trust’s work to keep the island pest-free has added greatly to the walk’s
appeal.
Economic benefit is also derived from an annual multisport competition on
the island. This includes a marathon, swimming, and mountain biking, and
an evening concert. This event raises money for the Trust’s conservation work
as well as encouraging new audiences in Auckland to visit Motutapu Island,
increasing peoples’ connection with the island and attracting more volunteers
and supporters.
Future Plans
Future plans for Motutapu Island include:
● Planting 400 hectares of native trees and continuing the use of the
island’s native tree nursery
● Implementing a comprehensive weed control programme
● Developing a guided tour programme on the island and training
volunteers to become guides
● Supporting infrastructure development for access to Motutapu by
working with Auckland Harbour and ferry companies
● Developing the historical military heritage of the island with restoration
and visitor interpretation services
● Advocating for a marine reserve at Home Bay
Key success factors for Motutapu
According to the manager of the Motutapu Restoration Trust, the main lesson
learned over the 20 years of partnership with DOC has been:
‘The Department gave the role to the community, and the community was
ready.’
Other success factors noted by the Trust manager are:
● the commitment of the Trust’s volunteers
● the benefits of volunteering on Motutapu Island - being outside in nature,
contributing to the restoration of a beautiful part of New Zealand, and
spending time with like-minded people.
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A co-operative management project
in the Fiordland National Park, New Zealand
Fiordland National Park stretches between mountains and sea along the
southern West Coast of New Zealand. Established as a national park in 1952,
it has spectacular ice-carved fiords, lakes and valleys, rugged granite tops,
wild coastlines and pristine mountain to sea vistas. This is the least modified
region of New Zealand with great tracts of wilderness, and is home for many
species that are not found anywhere else on the mainland. Takahe, South
Island brown kiwi and the yellowhead are a few of the endangered birds that
survive in this relatively untouched wilderness.
More recently, the Fiordland National Park gained international World
Heritage status as part of the 2.6 million hectare Te Wahipounamu - South
West New Zealand World Heritage Area. The national park and word heritage
area are managed by the Department of Conservation on behalf of all New
Zealanders.
A cooperative management project at a site in the Fiordland National Park
In 2014, The Hollyford Conservation Trust - Te Roopu Manaaki o Whakatipu
Waitai - was established to help manage natural, historic and cultural values
of the Fiordland National Park. The group’s main interest was in the Lower
Hollyford Valley, an iconic part of the park.

<Fiordland crested penguin>
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The U-shaped Hollyford Valley was carved by a huge glacier about 20,000
years ago. Its lowland forests, rivers, lakes, estuary and coast provide
habitats for many birds and other animals. Hollyford’s vegetation includes
mixed beech and podocarp forest, and it is home to thousands of nesting
seabirds including the rare Fiordland crested penguin. A walking track up the
remote Hollyford Valley attracts both international and New Zealand visitors.
The Trust’s vision is to protect and enhance native flora and fauna of the area
in harmony with cultural, social and recreational values at Martins Bay in
the Lower Hollyford Valley, and to advocate for cultural heritage and historic
values in the wider Fiordland region.
The Trust worked with DOC to initiate a cooperative management project,
focusing on a “mainland island site” of 2500 hectares surrounding and south
of Martins Ba, in the lower Hollyford Valley. The area contains 19 freehold
(privately owned) sections, many with cribs (holiday homes) that date back to
the late 1800s. The project area includes one of most important sand dune
systems in the South Island. It has a unique lagoon and world-renowned
wetlands, habitat for kotuku or white heron, fernbirds, bitterns, karearea,
New Zealand falcon and other native wildlife.

<Hollyford’s lagoon, wetlands and sand dune systems at Martins Bay>
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The community partner - Hollyford Conservation Trust
The Hollyford Conservation Trust is a charitable organisation. Income it
receives or generates for charitable purposes is tax free . Nine Trustees
volunteer their professional expertise to govern the Trust, and many
stakeholders and supporters provide financial, technical and organisational
support. The Trust works with DOC, Iwi Maori, private landowners, visitors
and supporters to achieve its vision for the Lower Hollyford.
The Trust objectives are to:
● Actively protect and enhance native flora and fauna in harmony with
cultural, social and recreational values at Martins Bay, Lower Hollyford
Valley – Whakatipu Kotuku, and in other areas that the Trust agrees to
for the benefit of the community; and
● Advocate for the recognition and respect of cultural history and heritage
values in the Fiordland region.
The Department of Conservation is committed to supporting the vision of this
group, and works with the Trust to develop an integrated management
programme that is sustainable long-term and has outcomes that both
DOC and the Trust are seeking.
The partnership arrangement
A Memorandum of Understanding was signed between the Hollyford
Conservation Trust (the Trust) and the Minister of Conservation on 16 July
2014. The Hollyford Conservation Trust has also entered into a Deed of Grant
with the Department of Conservation for five years from 2015-2020. Relevant
sections from these two documents include:
● “The Hollyford Conservation Trust is committed to carrying out all works
in compliance with the conditions contained in the Deed of Grant and
this Agreement and the Trust intends to work very closely with the
Department to ensure the achievement of a stated, and shared, vision.
● The Hollyford Conservation Trust will undertake advocacy and education
opportunities arising from the Management Activity, thereby promoting
the Hollyford Conservation Project area as a place for locals and visitors
to experience conservation in action.
● The scope of work for each operational stage will be agreed upon prior
to its implementation, and outlined in a series of operation plans. All
translocations will be undertaken in accordance with all permits and
protocols required by the Department of Conservation.”
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The Department’s contribution
“The Department has committed to supporting the Hollyford Conservation
Trust with initial start-up resources and guidance. The Department of
Conservation will continue to support the Trust by providing significant
ongoing liaison and consultation, and continuous support and guidance with
the planning and implementation of the operational projects on the ground.”
The Hollyford Conservation Trust’s contribution
“In conjunction with the Martins Bay community (private landowners,
concessionaires and iwi), the Trust will determine the restoration goals for
the Martins Bay area, with input and technical advice from the Department of
Conservation.
The Trust will have responsibility for the preparation and implementation
of professional operational plans for each stage of work. This will include
obtaining the necessary resource consents, in consultation with the
Department of Conservation.
The Trust will raise the necessary funds and undertake the management
activities on the site. The Trust will also undertake ongoing monitoring of
ecosystem integrity including research into changes in flora and fauna
resulting from pest eradication.”

<Hollyford’s beech forests and mountains>
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Achievements to date
The Hollyford Conservation Trust is working hard to achieve its vision of
halting the decline of native species and to enhance surviving populations,
with the long-term goal of re-introducing species now locally extinct and to
reinstate the once prolific birdlife including kaka, kea, mohua and kereru.

<Kaka numbers are in decline>

A major focus of the Trust’s work is protecting biodiversity through trapping of
predators like stoats and possums.
With the help of a substantial NZ $250,000 grant from DOC’s Community
Conservation Fund in mid 2014, the Trust established 2,300 bait stations and
280 stoat traps across the entire lower Hollyford, including public and private
land. This was one of the most remote community predator management
programmes in New Zealand. The Trust successfully brought together all
the private landowners in the area and involved them in the ongoing predator
control work.
Already the Hollyford Conservation Trust is seeing a dramatic response to
predator control, and birds are returning to the lowland podocarp forest.
Lessons Learned from Cooperative Management of Protected Areas
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Economic benefits for Maori and the wider community
The work of the Hollyford Conservation Trust in partnership with DOC has
helped attract visitors to the Hollyford area and raised awareness of its
outstanding natural values and cultural values. Tourist numbers are moderate
in the area but are on the increase, with people attracted to the pristine
beauty of the lake, rivers and wetlands of the lower Holly ford catchment. This
brings economic benefit to accommodation, transport and other providers of
visitor services in the small communities in this remote part of New Zealand.
The local iwi, Ngai Tahu, runs a business enterprise – Ngai Tahu Tourism –
which owns and operates the Hollyford Guided Walks, a commercial venture
that offers jet boating, guided tramping and exploring, lodge accommodation,
and helicopter flights.
As well, the Hollyford Conservation Trust employs local contractors for
predator trapping and other pest control in the project area, boosting
employment opportunities in the region.
Local community engagement is important in protecting Fiordland National
Park’s biodiversity. At the 2014 official launch of the project, the Minister of
Conservation commended the collaborative approach of the group, which
involves private landowners, tourism operators and iwi, saying:
“This display of community spirit reflects the new direction by the Department
of Conservation to partner with more local volunteer organisations on
recreation and conservation projects.”
Lessons and success factors
● Working in partnership achieves greater results
The input of groups such as the Trust enables the Department of
Conservation to achieve more conservation results on public conservation
lands.
● Having a dedicated Manager is critical to the success of the community
trust Having a dedicated person to oversee the running of the Trust and
to ensure its targets are met is crucial to the Trust’s success.
● Identifying what each party can contribute and establishing clear roles
and responsibilities are important factors in a successful partnership
The Hollyford Conservation Trust leads the work at the project site,
mobilises community participation and promotes the values of the Park. It
provides detailed planning and financial support for the work, and manages
contractors working at the site.
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DOC has overall management responsibility for the Park, and approves the
Hollyford Conservation Trust’s operational plan, ensuring it meets legislative
requirements for park management. DOC gives financial support to the Trust
through its community funding scheme, and DOC scientists and experts
provide technical direction and advice.
● Making resources available to help community group projects DOC’s
Community Fund is providing $26 million over the first four years, with
$4.6 million per annum available as an ongoing contestable fund to
support community conservation projects.
● Involving diverse stakeholders
“Throughout the Hollyford Conservation Project various groups are
collaborating - all who hold affection and a sense of responsibility for the
area. We are working towards the same end-goal of ecosystem restoration
of the area. This is a unique assembly of stakeholders, each with an outreach
into their own community elsewhere. When successful, the effect of this
restoration on all landholders, visitors and New Zealanders will be more than
significant.” (Hollyford Conservation Project Operational Plan 2015).
The Department of Conservation’s Deputy Director General of conservation
partnerships, Kay Booth, says that this type of partnership is the future of
conservation:
“DOC is moving away from previous years of doing conservation for New
Zealanders. We are now doing conservation with New Zealanders”.

<DOC’s Deputy Director General Partnerships Kay Booth, with Paul Jansen, Private
Secretary, and the 2014 Minister of Conservation Nick Smith at the funding announcement
for the Hollyford Conservation Trust.>
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Common factors in successful collaboration
The Office of New Zealand Auditor General undertook an investigation into
DOC’s partnerships with other agencies and groups to manage biodiversity.
As part of this study, the Auditor General identified a number of lessons from
New Zealand and abroad that suggested factors common to successful
collaboration. These are:

Good practice criteria

Details

Common
understanding of
risks and problems

Is there a shared understanding among participants of risks,
and the problems that need to be addressed to reduce those
risks?

Shared outcome/
result

Is there clarity about the purpose of collaboration (that is, a
shared outcome or result is defined and agreed to)? Without
some common view of what is being sought, it may be difficult
for participants to orient their work in support of the shared
outcome.

Working agreement
or
memorandum of
understanding

Has some form of working agreement been prepared?
The agreement can be as formal as a memorandum of
understanding or as informal as an exchange of letters. Either
way, it needs to reinforce the principle of collaboration by
choice, not chance.

Clearly defined roles
and
responsibilities

Are the working relationships between the parties
underpinned by clearly defined and understood roles and
responsibilities of all the agencies – including who will
contribute what and when? This is particularly important
when responsibilities are not immediately clear because, for
example, there are overlapping responsibilities or different
goals for individual agencies.

Agreed strategy/
action plan

Is there a clearly described strategy or action plan to achieve
results? It should include:
•goals to work towards;
•actions and outputs that will work towards achieving each
goal;
•time lines for achieving milestones (outputs);
•accountabilities (who is leading, supporting, advising) to
achieve specified outputs;
•reporting time frames and processes (such as monthly
reporting to the group and an annual external report); and
•links to any supporting management plans or programmes.
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Measures to identify
progress

Is the effectiveness of the collaborative initiative able to be
measured? Measured progress towards the common goals
should include:
•outputs (items produced, such as publications of
supporting information or tools); and outcomes (actual
changes).

Operating plans
and
procedures

Are there explicit links to any operating procedures,
policies, and risk management plans that need to be
integrated into the group's activities?

Report, celebrate,
and market
achievements

Is there a plan for reporting results and celebrating/
marketing achievements externally? This is useful for
gathering more support and maintaining the initiative's
momentum.

Review, adapt,
improve

Is there a planned time to review and adjust the
collaborative plan and working agreement? Providing for
adaptive management over time enables an initiative to
improve and grow. This review process can be used to seek
feedback and input from major stakeholders.

For more information see
http://www.doc.govt.nz
http://www.hollyfordconservationtrust.org.nz
http://www.motutapu.org.nz
www.oag.govt.nz/2012/biodiversity/docs/biodiversity.pdf
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Department of National Parks,
Wildlife and Plant Conservation (DNP)
Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation (DNP) is
the authority responsible for Thailand’s protected area system.
DNP is a government entity under the Ministry of Natural Resources
and Environment. The protected areas system comprises more than
400 Protected Areas, including national parks, wildlife sanctuaries,
forest parks, non-hunting areas, botanical gardens and arboreta.
The PA system currently covers approximately 18% of the country’s
total land area.
Protected areas are mainly managed under the National Park Act and
Wildlife Conservation Act.
The main issues facing DNP are illegal logging, land encroachment,
poaching, and unsustainable collection of non-timber forest products.
As a result, patrolling and protection are priority tasks, although visitor
management is also a key area due to ever increasing numbers of
foreign and domestic visitors to Thailand’s national parks.
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Cooperative management of
Kui Buri National Park, Thailand
Introduction of the site:
Kui Buri National Park and surroundings

Dr. Tippawan Sethapun
Director of International Cooperation Division
The Department of National Parks Wildlife and Plant Conservation
The Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
The Kingdom of Thailand
Peeranuch Dulkul Kappelle
National Park Office,
Department of National Parks,
Wildlife and Plant Conservation
61 Pahonyothin Rd, Chatuchak,
Bangkok 10900
www.dnp.go.th
Kui Buri National Park is situated in the Tennasserim mountain range, the
boundary between Myanmar and Thailand and lies in the transition zone
between the Indo Malayan and Indo-Chinese bio-realms. Gazzetted in
2009, the park comprises 969 square kilometers of evergreen forest and
forms the southern zone of the Kaeng Krachan Forest complex, a notable
biodiversity hotspot in the region (DNP,2009). The park is administered by the
governmental Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation,
part of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment. It is protected
under the National Park Act, 1961. Conservation and recreation are the
central objective of the park management.
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<Map 1. Kui Buri National Park>

Despite its relatively small area, the park serves as a major reservoir for
wildlife in the country and the region with at least 250 wildlife species (48
species of mammals, 145 species of birds, 23 species of reptiles, 15 species
of amphibians and 19 species of fish (DNP, 2009). Among the mammals there
is a local wild elephant population of greater than 230 along with 150 gaur and
4 banteng (Wildlife Conservation Office, 2014). Tiger, leopard, tapir, marble
cat and pheasant are also found. In addition there are several threatened
and rare plants found in the national park, including Diospyros fillpendura,

Sindechites chinensis, and Bauhinia glabriforia (DNP,2009).
Kui Buri National Park is known internationally for its high biodiversity. In
2003, Kui Buri and its northern neighbor, Kaeng Krachan National Park,
were announced jointly as an ASEAN Heritage Park. In 2009, Kui Buri
National Park became a part of Kaeng Kracharn Forest Complex which was
recognized as one of the world’s top 25 biodiversity hotspots (DNP, 2009) and
was placed on the World Heritage tentative list in 2011. The complex has also
been noted as a high quality habitat for wild tiger: it holds the second largest
tiger population in Thailand (Smith et al., 1999) and IUCN also identifies this
complex as a regionally important tiger conservation landscape (DNP, 2009).
Thailand’s National Park Act 1961 stipulates the three pillars of park
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management as protection, resource management and research and
education. However, community engagement activities have become another
key management function, reflecting DNP’s shift from exclusive control to comanagement and participatory management in response to increasing socioeconomic pressures on Thailand’s protected areas over the last 3 decades.
Protection of Kui Buri National Park from threats and illegal acts remains
a primary responsibility for DNP. Resource management (including
management of wildlife, tourism and recreation) as well as research and
education management are all jointly managed by DNP and the private sector.
Notably, there is an active and well-managed network of public and private
stakeholders playing a central role at Kui Buri.
In protected areas like Kui Buri NP the community engagement program is
a key tool in reducing conflict and creating good relationship between parks
and local people. A Protected Area Advisory Committee (PAC) comprising
local stakeholders and park management staff meets to advise and assist
in conflict resolution, management planning and monitoring, benefit and
responsibility sharing, and approval and evaluation of pilot projects proposed
by local communities (UNDP, 1994). In addition, the senior park staff also
participate in local government meetings to listen on local issues and learn
about development and activities that may affect the park values.
Illegal activities such as land encroachment and logging are the major threats
for park managers in the country. Protection from these threats is seen as
the most effective means for nature conservation. Regular and well-planned
patrolling can reduce illegal activities in the park. Effective protection of the
park has been aided by SMART patrolling (Spatial Monitoring and Reporting
Tool) which uses various modes of transportation including on-foot, car,
motorcycle and helicopter. As an example of the extent of use, there were five
SMART Patrol teams (about 20 rangers in total) doing on-foot patrols across
more than 2000 kilometers inside Kui Buri National Park in the seven months
to April 2016 (personal communication, Kuiburi Superintendent June 10,
2016). The park aims to increase its patrolling capacity 10% each year. Data
from patrolling has been used to monitor the natural resources for elephant,
its habitat, and distribution as well as locate threats.
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<Table 1. Picture of Patrolling Information in Kui Buri National Park
Source : Kui Buri National Park>

Resource management is another important aspect for park management
in Kui Buri. Check dams and water woks have been set up to improve
water resources and provision for wildlife. Artificial saltlicks have been
added regularly in sites with high wildlife density. Elephant counting is done
annually in cooperation with volunteers. A database of elephants in the park
recognizes more than 200 individual elephants with distinctive characteristics.
Research on the population and distribution of key wildlife species elephant,
tiger and leopard has also been undertaken along with investigations into
plant ecology.
The main visitor recreation activity in Kui Buri National Park is elephant and
gaur observation; the park is known as one of Thailand’s best sites for viewing
these large mammals in the wild. Park management gives permission to
local people to take visitors on safari trucks to see the large wildlife. The local
providers of this service are part of a community group named Friends of Kuri
Buri. The truck operators and guides are given training in suitable techniques
for visitor management and wildlife well-being. The elephant viewing is a
major source of income for the local people involved; DNP asks for only a
small percentage of the revenue (approx. 5%). Having local people working
side-by-side with DNP staff inside the park has helped create good relations
and positive bonding between the local community and DNP.
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History and Issues of the park
There has been ongoing and significant human-wildlife conflict at Kui Buri
National Park. This has been caused by the expansion of adjacent agricultural
land use into the natural areas where wildlife once roamed freely. Most
notably, elephants have come out of the park repeatedly to feed on pineapple
crops. The agricultural lands around Kuri Buri are planted almost exclusively
in pineapple due to an expanding export pineapple industry. The pineapples
grow well in the semi-arid sandy soil and rolling hills characteristic of the
area.
In 1997, the poisoning, shooting and electrocution of 11 elephants by
disgruntled local farmers received widespread news coverage and also
brought the consideration of Thailand's revered King Bhumipol. His Majesty
King Bhumibol Adulyadej's speech on July 5, 1999 became a guiding
statement for solving human-wildlife conflict at Kui Buri.
“…Wild elephant should live here in the wild,
but the forest must be restored to a state in which
it is able to be a source of sufficient food.
We must dedicate small plots of land throughout
the forest that will serve as food sources.
Moreover, elephants must be protected
when roaming near the forest edge.”
Source : Foundation for the King’s Elephant
As a consequence, the Kui Buri King's Initiative Project began the following
year. The first phase of the project spanned the nine years from 1998-2006
and focused on food and water resource improvements for elephants and
local people living around the park, reclamation of agricultural land and
quality of life improvement.
In 1999, CITES recognized the threats to elephant conservation at Kui Buri
and began to implement its Monitoring the Illegal Killing of Elephants (MIKE)
program.
Non existing of designated buffer zone around the protected areas may lead
to the difficulty in trading off between social and ecological objectives. The
absence of a suitable buffer zone around Kui Buri National Park is regarded
as major contributing factor to human-wildlife conflict on the periphery of the
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park.
To summarise, human wildlife conflict is the core problems in Kui Buri
National Park. There is no widespread problem of forest resource collection
by local people although illegal hunters are still found in small numbers. The
SMART patrolling with capacity building support from WWF and WCS has
proved to be effective means to protect the valuable natural resources of Kuri
Buri National Park. As a result, the park’s biodiversity has not been disturbed
and the natural resources remain in good condition.
Tourism as an opportunity to reduce conflict
Kui Buri National Park lies just a three hour drive from Bangkok and a 30
minute drive from the resort-laden beaches of Huahin and Pranburi along
the Gulf of Thailand. Given this location, combined with its high elephant
population easily accessible by safari trucks, Kui Buri thus has high potential
for wildlife tourism.
Annual visitor numbers amount to approximately 8,000 people, around half
being foreign tourists (DNP, 2015). However, the park is also well frequented
by volunteer groups, with approximately 2,000 per year, ranging from school
children, groups of friends and families, and private companies (persoanl
communication, Kui Buri Superintendent July 10, 2016).

<Picture 1. Volunteer groups active at Kui Buri National Park
Source: tielandtothailand.com>

Tourism at Kui Buri creates a positive and friendly atmosphere between
the park and local community. This has occurred as the local people’s
perspective of elephants shifts from being an enemy to an opportunity
for income generation. Communities impacted by elephant incursions to
pineapple crops have volunteered to join tourism initiative programs organized
by the park. Kui Buri National Park and WWF have helped to establish local
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tourism operator groups, providing English language training, study tours
for the tourism group as well as marketing guidance. Most importantly, the
park has encouraged the tourism operators to follow rules to ensure visitor
satisfaction, quality of experience and safety for tourist. In addition, a Kui Buri
tourism handbook and leaflets in Thai and English have been published by the
park to support the tourism activity.

<Picture 2. Natural habitat of Kui Buri national park>

Wildlife tourism at Kui Buri has given a major boost to the local economy
in nearby communities. The park visitors contribute to 28,000 $US park
revenue but approximately 30 % of the revenue was allocated to the park.
The elephant watching directly contributed more than 30,000 $US to the
local community annually. (DNP, 2015) Elephant watching is done with close
cooperation from park staff who record and inform the local tour guides about
the current locations of elephant herds. This means that visitors have an
almost 100% likelihood of seeing wild elephant on their visit.
Issues related to Elephant
The current elephant population is 289 (WWF’s dung survey, 2016), up from
230 in 2012. These elephants roam across Kui Buri National Park with some
also extending their range into Kaeng Kracharn National Park to the north
and the forests of Tanintharyi Region, Myanmar to the west.
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There have been attempts to extend the park area by including nearby
Reserved Forest and Army Reserved Land. In particular, the 131 sq. km. Kui
Buri Forest Reserve and Army Reserve Zone in the north of the park can link
Kui Buri to Kaeng Krachan National Park and create a viable wildlife corridor.

<Picture 3. Water container or 'water woks' build in cooperation between the public and
private sector>

Key successful issues and activities has been done
Governance
Protected areas in Thailand have traditionally been viewed as primarily
government-owned assets. Increasing levels of sharing power and
responsibility as well as rising conservation awareness in the Thai population
has seen a shift towards cooperative management of protected areas.
The main factors of Kui Buri’s success lie in the establishment of a multiinstitutional commission and a multi-stakeholder corporation composed of
public, private and community representatives. This new model demonstrates
the potential for inter-institutional and multi-stakeholder modes of
governance for the indirect use and conservation of national park resources.
Active and maximum involvement of all stakeholders is another key factor
to success. The enthusiastic engagement from all administrative levels
in the province is crucial. The governor, who has supreme authority in the
overall picture of the province has brought in, all necessary resources to the
park. The district administrator, who works under the governor and is at the
same time responsible for the district level, has created an effective linkage
between the governor and the implementer level. Kui Buri park managers,
who are responsible for on-the-ground management, is also working closely
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with the local people to ensure the maximum benefit to the park and its
wildlife. WWF, a non-government agency, adds international expertise but
most importantly adds continuity to the overall conservation effort despite
high turn-over of park managers. Private companies support and provide
additional funding that is not always available from the government.
Various active groups have been legally established to be important
instruments for conservation and alleviation of human wildlife conflict. In
2012, “Foundation for the King’s Wild Elephant” and “POWER – Kui Buri”
(acronym for Public Private Partnership Offering for Wildlife and Ecosystem
Resilience) were established. The former group acts as a fund raising
organization, while POWER is a cooperative group from government, local
people and the private sector.
The continuity of management framework plays an important factor for the
success on the ground. This continuity reflects the result of the cooperative
attitude from all stakeholders. POWER has formulated a strategic framework
for its activities, supportive of the park management goals established by
DNP. At monthly meetings the POWER members decide on a program of
doable activities on the ground and work hard to bring in funding for their
intended actions. As a consequence, the sense of belonging for communityled conservation in the park has become intense.

<Diverse organizations make up Kui Buri’s “Public Private Partnership Offering for
Wildlife and Ecosystem Resilience” (POWER)
Source : Wayuphong Jitvijak>
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<Strategic Framework for POWER Kui Buri Source : Wayuphong Jitwijak>

Realistic commitments
POWER’s goals and framework were realistic from the outset, and thus
achievable within stated time-frames and resource provision. As a result, the
cooperation levels built up on small and accumulated successes.
Adaptive Management
An adaptive management approach is adopted to integrated resource
management, fully involving key stakeholders in design and implementation,
and employing flexible and responsive management philosophy. The
small size of the park and the management condition of the park allow
superintendents to play crucial roles and allow full participation from local,
private sector, public sector and related stakeholders.
Embrace tension and conflict
The effective engagement of stakeholders to solve the elephant–human
conflict has eliminated the tension and conflict between park management
and surrounding communities. Regular meetings and consultation between
park superintendents, local administrative, WWF along with positive activities
and engagements has helped create a sense of trust and mutual success.
What was once a problematic elephant population at the park periphery has
become a sustainable tourism resource for the local community.
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Sustainable livelihood and income generation
The wildlife ecotourism at Kui Buri National Park has provided a
sustainable livelihood for many people living in nearby communities.
New incentive to the local people living around the park was introduced
through ecotourism activities. Wildlife ecotourism become an alternative
source of income. A “Friend of Kui Buri Elephant” tourism group was
established with the support of the park. The park helped this group to
promote marketing through various medias. English training course,
nature interpretation, booklets and pamphlets were also created by the
park. Moreover, park ranger surveillance and report the elephant site to
the local tour guide was a key successful for wildlife tourism activity.
Engagement of General Public
A wide range of conservation activities have been implemented in Kui
Buri National Park by various active groups. Elephant counting has been
done annually to monitor elephant population, an activity initiated by DNP
with the help of the general public. Park visitors and company staff have
aided in projects to improve saltlicks and water basins. Visitors are not
hesitating to donate their money and their energy to conservation activities
in the park.
Effective Leadership
Park superintendents have played an important role in the conservation
achievements at Kui Buri. Despite a high turn-over of park
superintendents in the past 10 years, the park leadership role as a center
for the related stakeholders has not been neglected. All superintendents
have worked towards the conservation objectives in a way that has held
strong the linkages between the stakeholders and ensured a continuity
of activities. Moreover, the active NGOs, in this case WWF, have given
unwavering support and helped link all sectors to allow the successful
outcome of ooperative management.
The success of Kui Buri National Park can be explicitly seen through
various indicators, such as elephant fatalities from incidents of conflict
and frequency of elephant incursion into croplands. Not a single elephant
killed for 13 years (2003-2016) is a marked triumph for the management
of human-wildlife conflict at Kui Buri, while elephant incursions have
decreased by 54% over a similar timeframe (2005-2016). These reductions
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are due to the effectiveness of management by increasing the available
grazing sites and artificial water sources. Moreover, the land use pattern of
communities nearby has changed from pineapple to be rubber plantations
and fruit orchards which are less attractive to elephants than the pineapples
previously grown.
Conclusion
A model of cooperative park management involving various stakeholders
has been successfully established in Kui Buri National Park. The park has
been financed by mainstreaming national and local economies and through
innovative finance mechanisms. Wildlife management and wildlife tourism is
central to the cooperative effort. The elephants of Kui Buri have received a
lot of public attention in Thailand, particularly when there is a royal initiative
to protect them through joint management. The tangible outcomes for all
participating stakeholders marks the Kui Buri model as a most promising
instrument for cooperative park management.

<Elephant food trees were planted by various stakeholders in the buffer zone inside the
park boundary>
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<POWER Meeting>

<Cooperative ‘Water Wok’ constructions by various agencies and volunteers>

<Wildlife tourism in Kui Buri N.P.>
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<Volunteering for Conservation>

<Gaurs>

<Logo of Kui Buri N.P.>

<Patrolling for Park Protection>
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